Many of the books are either shop soiled or second hand and are sold in a "as is" condition. Where possible I have tried to describe their condition.

ALSO PLEASE NOTE many of the books are one "off's" and won't be replaced

AUTOMOTIVE

50 YEARS OF ROD & CUSTOM by Thom Taylor
Author Thom Taylor has painstakingly pieced together the story of the magazine as well as the cars and the personalities within its pages and has exhaustively searched for the best of Rod & Custom’s memorable photos The result is this 200-plus-page hardbound book. Publication Published 2004 Hard Cover 26 x 26 cm. 228 pages well illustrated ISBN: ISBN 0975903209, 9780975903209 Book No:903209 WAS $A89.95 NOW $75.00 SPECIAL PRICE

75 YEARS OF CHEVROLET (Crestline Series) by George H. Dammann This massive volume covering every car and truck built during Chevy three-quarters of a century. Over 2000 photos show each model with facts, changes, and specs, plus some of Chevys one-off cars and Pace Cars. Many rare photos. A must for your Chevrolet library . Motorbooks International; Reprint edition 1992 536 pages Well Illustrated with 2,68 b&w photos. 27.7 x 22.4 x 3.6 cm ISBN 0879386924 / 9780879386924 IN STOCK 1 Copy NOS Good Condition $75.00


2009 DATATECH LUBRICATION AND TUNE UP GUIDE CD Covering OVER A 1000 models and variants including passenger cars, utes, light commercials 4WDs and popular diesels Detailed Data relevant to engine tune-up specifications. Distributor advance curves & outputs. Ignition timing with timing procedures & idle RPM data. and MORE . All the features of the book PLUS Print Quotes - Tax Invoices - Repair Orders - SPECIAL PRICE RRP $253 NOW $200.00

AGAINST GRAVITY; by Ed McCabe
PARIS TO DAKAR IN THE WORLD’S MOST DANGEROUS RACE. This is the whole story from the pie in the sky fantasy to the sand choked reality of man’s challenge of the famous Paris to Dakar race. Published 1990. Soft bound, 290 pages, NO ILLUSTRATIONS. WAS $29.95 NOW $18.95

A HISTORY OF THE TURBO CHARGED RACING CAR by Ian Bamsey

Glenn’s ALFA ROMEO REPAIR & TUNE UP by Harold T. Glenn, Reprint of a Glenn’s manual covering repairs to all Giulietta, early Giulia, 2 and 16 models. Includes performance and mechanical specs, wiring diagrams, and selected Road & Track road tests. Publisher Brooklands Books Ltd. Published 1987 Soft cover 124 pages illustrated ISBN 1869826337, 9781869826338 NOS ONE COPY WAS $75.00 NOW $50.00

ALVIS THREE LITRE (MODEL TA.21) MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS by Alvis Limited Coventry INCLUDES WIRING DIAGRAMS S/H GOOD CONDITION $40.00

AMERICA’S 100 LOVE AFFAIR WITH THE AUTOMOBILE; AND THE SNAP-ON TOOLS THAT KEPT THEM RUNNING: by David K Wright America’s 100 Year Love Affair with the Automobile recounts America’s first century of automotive development. Woven around this tale is the story of Snap-on’s rise to the top of the tool heap from its first “five do the work of fifty” interchangeable socket set to today’s full-range of hand tools, power tools, and diagnostic equipment. Author David Wright’s text is accompanied by 150 historical photographs culled from some of the auto industry’s best archives. Published 1995 Hard bound, 160 pages, well illustrated, ISBN 0-7603-0036-4 DUST JACKET SLIGHTLY TORN WAS $55.00 NOW $34.50

AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE TRADEMARKS, 1900-1960 by C.H. Wendel
American Automobile Trademarks is a collection of nearly 800 different trademarks from over 350 different manufacturers from 1900 to 1960. Of the several thousand different companies building automobile and trucks during this period, it is estimated that only 10 percent of them registered their trademarks. Publisher: Motorbooks International (31 Dec 1995) Soft cover 160 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0760300054 ISBN-13: 978-0760300053 Product Dimensions: 27.3 x 21.6 x 1.3 cm NOS FRONT COVER FADED WAS $39.95 NOW $19.95

AMERICAN MOTORS; THE LAST INDEPENDENT: by Patrick R Foster
An important in-depth well-told story of the once great automaker. Includes all the important events and decisions which influence the direction that the company took. Published 1993 Hard bound, 304 pages, 345 illustrations. ISBN-10: 0873412400 ISBN-13: 978-0873412407 $54.95

THE ANATOMY & DEVELOPMENT OF THE STOCK CAR by John Craft, Traces the evolution of the NASCAR race car from the late-forties to today. It covers the development of chassis, suspensions, racing tires, engines, and safety equipment. It brings you inside the shops for the story of the winged and swept-back cars that battled in NASCAR’s “Aero Wars.” Publisher: Motorbooks Publishing date 1993 Soft cover 160 pages, well illustrated ISBN10: 0879388005 ISBN13: 9780879388001 $45.00

new ANGLIA and PREFECT 1953 to 1956 A Scientific Publication © 1956 S/H NO FRONT COVER OTHERWISE GOOD CONDITION $34.95 [1]
ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEMS MANUAL
No. 1 A Gregory Kefalas Publishing Publication This manual covers all makes of Anti-lock brake systems in all major vehicles. It includes detailed illustrations of sensors, ECUs, component location points, and ABS codes. Important and informative fault diagnosis and adjustment drawings are also included. Ford, Holden, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Subaru, Toyota 1987-1997 © 1997 WAS $132.00 CORNERS SLIGHTLY DOG EARED NOW $90.00

TYRES AND YOUR ARMSTRONG SIDDELEY
the contents are important the comfort and performance of your Armstrong Siddeley. And enables you to get the best service possible from your tyres. Small Format Soft cover 14 pages. S/H ONE COPY GOOD CONDITION $12.95

ARMSTRONG SIDDELEY 2.3 18HP MODELS MAINTENANCE MANUAL Issued by Armstrong Siddeley Motors LTD Synchronesh gearbox. © May 1949 SH PAGES STAINED ONE COPY $29.95 [3]

ART ON THE ROAD: PAINTED VEHICLES ON THE AMERICAS by Moira F. Harris In this this pictorial survey, art historian Moira Harris considers the ox carts of Costa Rica, the buses of Panama, the Tap-Taps of Haiti, the Kustom Cars of the United States of America and Chivas of Columbia Publisher: Pogo Pr (April 1988) Soft cover 108 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0961776714 ISBN-13: 978-0961776718 Product Dimensions: 24.6 x 21.1 x 0.8 cm WAS $25.00 NOW $19.95


AUSTIN A55 SALOON HALF TON VAN & PICKUP RUNNING AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS; Published by the Austin Motor Company © May 1958 ONE COPY S/H GOOD CONDITION COVER SLIGHTLY GRUBBY $24.95

AUSTIN A55 MK11 & A60 MORRIS OXFORD SERIES V & VI, WOLSELEY 15/60 & 16/60 WORKSHOP MANUAL by British Leyland © 1969 AKD 4026 $69.00 [2]

AUSTIN A55 CAMBRIDGE (Mk2) and A55 COUNTRYMAN DRIVERS HAND BOOK Published by the BMC ONE COPY S/H GOOD CONDITION $34.95

AUSTIN A90 A95 and A105 WORKSHOP MANUAL The original Austin Motor Co. Ltd. Workshop Manual, Series BS4, BS5, BS6, BS7, BS8 & BW6 A2nd hand genuine Austin Factory Manual for the Austin A90, A95 & A105 P/N AKD1540. Hard cover 28 x 21 cm 1.10 Kg. 2nd Hand GOOD CONDITION ONE COPY $55.00

AUSTIN 1800 MK1 & MK2 REPAIR by Leyland Australia ONE COPY S/H GOOD CONDITION Book No TP818. $34.95 [4]

AUSTIN 1800 Mk2 OWNERS HANDBOOK by Leyland Australia ONE COPY S/H FRONT & BACK COVERS TORN OTHERWISE GOOD CONDITION. $17.95

AUSTIN ALLEGRO OWNERS HANDBOOK by British Leyland ©1978 AKD 8341 ONE COPY S/H GOOD CONDITION. $29.95


AUSTIN / MORRIS 1100 WORKSHOP MANUAL

AUTOBIOGRAPHY: by Peter Robinson
The Inside Story of Holden's All-New VE Commodore In 2006 GM Holden launched the new generation of Australia's best-selling car: the revolutionary VE Commodore. To celebrate the release of the VE, GM Holden has commissioned this major book project. The VE Commodore is the inside story of the development of the VE from the initial idea and vision through to the 'reveal' and launch in 2006. It includes interviews with the key design, engineering and technical people, current and former GM Holden management in Australia, and other General Motors executives around the world. From the first sketches of the design through to the engineering, engine, transmission, chassis development, body structure, safety and mechanical variants. The VE Commodore is a fascinating account of the creation of a landmark Australian automotive program. It will also cover the all-important testing program, the early promotion and the launch to the dealers, press and public. This book will be of enormous appeal to the thousands of die-hard Holden fans around the world. Publisher Focus Publishing, 2007 Hard Cover 224 pages illustrated ISBN 1921156104, 9781921156106 ONE COPY $80.00


AUTOMOTIVE AERODYNAMICS HANDBOOK: A PRACTICAL ENGINEERING APPROACH by Henry C. Landa INCLUDES WORKBOOK A practical engineering approach to the applications of basic aerodynamics to the needs of the personal mass and commercial transportation upon the surface of the earth. Pub. Date: 1999 Soft cover ISBN: 0931974186 WAS $59.95 NOW $39.95


AUTOMOBILE CHASSIS DESIGN by R. Dean-Averns. This greatly enlarge second edition contains new chapters on independent suspension and chassisless construction and there is much new material on the measurement of stress anti corrosive treatment spring design etc. Automobile Chassis design has been firmly established as the standard work on automobile design for the designer or engineer whose work is to the vehicle in its final form. Publisher Iliffe and Sons. Published, 1948 Hard Cover 22 x 14 x 12.3 cm 354 pages, with 250 illustration S/H $25.00

New AUTOMOBILE GUIDE FOR MECHANICS, OPERATORS AND SERVICEMEN: by Theo Audel and Co With Questions And Answers And Illustrations. Soft cover 1607 pages © 1947 $ 39.95


A-Z OF CARS OF THE 1920s by Nick Baldwin. A complete listing of all known makes of car in Britain during the vintage period. This illustrated work contains details of no less than 380 British carmakers, with coverage of representative models. Foreign makers who sold cars in Britain have their own section in the back. Publisher Bay View Books, Published 1994 Hard Cover 240 pages illustrated ISBN 1870979532, 9781870979535 NOS ONE COPY $50.00

A-Z OF CARS OF THE 1980s by Martin Lewis. Wide variety of famous and obscure British car makers in this unique encyclopedic collection. Brief histories plus descriptions, specs, performance figures, production numbers and dates, and photographs combine to deliver this classic look at the variety of British-manufactured cars of the 1980s. Contains production numbers and dates, specs, body types, and historical notes on all makes. Publisher Bay View Books, Published 1994 158 pages illustrated ISBN 1901432106, 9781901432107 NOS ONE COPY $59.95

BATTERY IGNITION Bosch Technical Instruction. Coil and transistorized ignition - breakertriggered with Hall generator, with induction pulse generator - semiconductor ignition, QGI, knock control, suppression, ignition test Each Technical Instruction Manual is aimed at the reader who wants information on a particular area of automotive technology, and contains complete articles on the area concerned. Soft bound 66 pages, illustrated ISBN 1987722154 SPECIAL PRICE $20.00
BEATING THE RADAR RAP: TESTED TECHNIQUES FOR FIGHTING ELECTRONIC SPEED ENTRAPMENT AND WINNING by Dale Smith and John Tomerlin

TESTED TECHNIQUES FOR FIGHTING SPEED ENTRAPMENTS- AND WINNING. YOUR BEST DEFENSE AGAINST POLICE RADAR. This book helps you prepare to fight that ticket before your day comes. It tells you what to do and what not to do, while describing a clear, easy-to-follow format for preparing and presenting your case. Here’s what you should know about: *The arsenal of radar devices in use today *Sources of radar interference and inaccuracies and more *Beam width, panning error, shadowing Publisher: Bonus Books Inc Published Dec 1986 Soft bound, 118 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0933893108 ISBN-13: 978-0933893108

WAS $24.95 NOW $11.95

THE BEETLE: PRODUCTION AND EVOLUTION FACTS AND FIGURES V. 1: THE CHRONICLES OF THE PEOPLE'S CAR by Hans-Rudiger Etzold The task of this book is to list the most important modifications with their corresponding date of inception and chassis number, so that those who want precise information or would like to restore a Beetle, will have a comprehensive reference book at hand. Publisher: G T Foulis & Co Ltd Published 1988 Hardcover: 231 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0854296476 ISBN-13: 978-0854296477

NOS WAS $50.00 NOW $35.00

BEST OF TECH TIPS: by Steve Smith Autosport. This collection of race car questions and answerstaken from 5 years of "Tech. Tips" (a monthly newsletter for stock car racers). Sections include shockers, coil over suspensions, materials, suspension theory, chassis and suspension design, steering, springs and roll bars and tires and wheels. Published 1977 Soft cover, 80 pages, 44 illustrations. WAS $21.95 NOW $13.95 [53]

BEYOND THE PAVEMENT by Albert Drake A Novel Publisher: White Ewe Press Date Published: 1981 Hardbound 176 pages, No illustrations ISBN 091797610x

DUST JACKET MARKED WAS $21.95 NOW $13.95 [3]

BIG PONTIACS 1955 thru 1970 A SOURCE BOOK Edited by Thomas E Bonsall Read the exciting story of some of America's (and Pontiac's!) greatest high performance machines! This book covers the whole story, from the original OHV V-8 in 1955 through the creation of the 389 and 421 stock car champions in the early-Sixties right through to the last of the breed in the late Sixties. The 2+2, the 428 H.O., it is all here. The fascinating story is told by means of plentiful, well-chosen illustrations from the original factory literature and compelling text written by an acknowledged Pontiac authority.


NOS SLIGHTLY SHOP SOILED WAS $A20.00 NOW $10.00


BMW 5 SERIES by Marc Cranswick Coverage includes motorsport, M-badged cars and, of course, Alpina's conversions. The enthusiasm which the BMW 5 series engenders is amply demonstrated by the exceptional collection of photographs illustrating this work, photographs which have largely been supplied by proud individual owners in many countries.


BMW 6 SERIES ENTHUSIAST'S COMPANION (Softcover) by Jeremy Official factory performance figures and specifications for each year of 6 Series production -Beautiful Sixer photos from BMW’s official archives, the author’s collection, and well-known BMW racing photographers such as Klaus Schnitzer -Official sales records for both European and US models -Tips on purchasing, ownership and restoration of 6 Series BMWs The ”BMW 6 Series Enthusiast's Companion” is a must for all 6 Series owners Publisher: Bentley Publishers. Published 2003 Soft cover 226 pages 23 x 25 Many black & white photographs, line and cutaway drawings ISBN-10: 0837601932 ISBN-13: 978-0837601939 S/H RRP $69.95 GOOD CONDITION $24.95

BMW Z3 & Z3M LIMITED EDITION BROOKLANDS 'ROAD TEST': A Brooklands Publication A series of articles from the world leading motoring magazines Road tests, model introductions, plus driving and long-term reports trace the progress of the Z3 from its inception. The 1.9, 2.8 and Z3M models are compared against the TVR Chimaera, Porsche Boxster, MGF, Mercedes-Benz SLK and a Corvette Convertible. Soft cover 96 pages well illustrated ISBN-10: 1855204789 ISBN-13: 9781855204782 S/H GOOD CONDITION $18.95


BOYD CODDINGTON'S HOW TO BUILD HOT ROD ENGINES & DRIVELINES by Timothy Remus. Boyd Coddington's How to Build Hot Rod Engines and Drivelines is your guide to injecting some muscle into your ride. It gives you valuable information about the engines and transmissions available for your car, and shows you how to install them like the experts. Use this book as a reference when you select the engine, transmission, and rear axle for your hot rod or street rod. You'll learn details about how and why to test your "new" engine on the dynamometer, and you'll see how to install it with a compatible transmission. Publisher: Motorbooks Published 2 1993 Soft Cover 159 pages illustrated Product Dimensions: 26.4 x 20.8 x 0.5 cm ISBN-10: 0879387211 ISBN-13: 978-0879387211 FRONT COVER FADED WAS $29.95 NOW $9.95

BODY REPAIR TIMES MANUAL by MTA of NSW This manual established suggested standard times for R & R and panel work operations which are acceptable to the body repair and insurance industries. Covers Mitsubishi, Ford, GMH, Leyland, Nissan, Toyota, Mazda, Honda, Continentals and a paint guide. © 1974 ONE COPY WAS $85.00 NOW $55.00

BOLTON STREET POWER by Jay Storer, This book will help all do-it-yourselfers get the most from their performance buck. With easy-to-read text and hundreds of photos, this book explains every major category of speed equipment, including intake manifolds, carburetors, ignition systems, cams, valvetrains, and more...: S-A Design Published 1992 Softbound 128 pages 100s photos ISBN 0931472237 / 9780931472237 RRP PRICE $44.95 NOW $19.95

BONNEVILLE SALT FLATS: SPEED LIMIT 1,000 MPH by George D. Lepp. A visit with the personalities and one racer’s words on driving a lakester at over 200 mph. Within is a full-colour, action packed gallery tracing the shooting stars of speed. Here is the Banks Turbo Firebird, faster-than-a speeding-bullet streamliners, souped-up production cars, hot rods, motorcycles. Take a trip down the long black line on the Bonneville Salt Flats. The search for pure-speed continues Motorbooks Intl Published September 1988 Hard bound 128 pages well illustrated ISBN 0879383062 978 -0879383060 $44.95

BOW TIES OF THE FIFTIES by James Moloney This beautiful book showcases almost every model manufactured by Chevrolet from 1950 to 1959. More than 350 photos plus advertising samples take you back to the age of the Bel Air and Powerglide transmissions. Hardcover 8 3/4"x 11 1/4", 256 pages 350 b&w ill ISBN: 1880524422 ONE COPY DUST JACKET TORN SOILED WAS: $79.50 NOW $49.95

68 Somers Street North Brighton Sth Australia 5048 Phone +61 or (0) 8298 5548 or Mobile (0) 411 287 052 Email beven@bevenyoung.com.au 3/04/2011
BOC SCH AUT O MO T IVE HANDBO O K
5th Edition
by Robert Bosch

The BO SCH handbook series on different automotive technologies has become one of the most definitive sets of reference books that automotive engineers have at their disposal. Providing concise technical data and insights with contributions by experts from automotive manufacturers, universities and Bosch itself. Includes 1,000+ diagrams, illustrations, sectional drawings and tables. Contains handy conversion charts and an easy-to-use topic index. Publisher: Bentley 5Rev Ed edition (Aug 2000)Soft cover 962 pages well illustrated

BUCK GRAN SPORTS; A SOURCE BOOK:

BUILDING A RACE CAR PICTURE:
by Steve Smith. Designed to be a great idea source book for the racecar builder (stock cars). 130 photos of America’s most successful stock cars. Publisher Steve Smith Autosports (Santa Ana, CA) Published 1976. Soft cover 50 pages
Dewey: 629.22/8 LC: TL236 .S55 SHOP SOILED

BUICK SERIES 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90
TECHNICAL BULLEINS
Published by A G Healing © 1940 small booklet produced by A G Healing Ltd on the specifications of the 1940 Buick 8 pages $8.95

1940 BUICK SERIES 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90
TECHNICAL BULLEINS
Published by A G Healing © 1940 small booklet produced by A G Healing Ltd on the specifications of the 1940 Buick 8 pages $8.95
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CARS IN FILM by Martin Buckley

Great Moments from Post-War International Cinema

From Steve McQueen's Mustang to 007's killer Aston Martins, cars are the stars in a number of films, every bit as much as their human occupants. This book reviews the good, the bad and the ugly in car movies from both sides of the Atlantic. Packed with obscure facts, stills and arty posters, this book adds up to a visual feast of nostalgia for film buffs and motoring enthusiasts alike. Haynes Publishing 2002

Hard Bound 176 pages: Well Illustrated 26 x 25.4 x 1.77 cms

Haynes Book No: H682
ISBN Number: 1859606822 / 9781859606827

NO S In Stock $55.00

CHAMPIONS! by Christopher Hilton

Between 1958 and 1992 seven British drivers Hawthorne, Hill, Clark, Surteas, Stewart, Hunt, Mansell have won motor racing's supreme honour, the Formula One World Championship, a total of 11 times, an achievement unmatched by any other nation. This book offers much more than an explanation of what happened to them on the race tracks. Published 1993

Hard Cover 23 x 17 cm. 329 pages Illustrated ISBN 0-947981-76-4

0947981764 ONE COPY $85.00

THE 1967 CHEVELLE BOOK (RIDGECREST SERIES) published by Crank En Hope

Finger tip Facts, Engineering Feature details, Wiring Diagrams Soft Cover (stapled wraps book has the black taped spine) well illustrated NOS COVER MARKED OTHER WISE GOOD CONDITION $29.95

CHEVROLET 1964-1972 by Mike Mueller.

MUSCLE CAR COLOUR HISTORY

More than 120 colour and black and white photos show the classic and rare Chevelles in original form and fresh from authentic restorations. Their developmental history is presented with stories from Chevrolet's design and engineering departments, magazine test reports, and production and sales data. Publisher: Motorbooks


FRONT COVER FADED SHOP SOILED WAS $45.00
NOW $19.95

CHEVROLET 1942 PASSENGER CARS OWNERS MANUALS: reprint $5.50

CHEVROLET 1946-1957 PARTS CATALOGUE:

Issued by GM Catalogue No 571A S/H FRONT COVER SLIGHTLY TORN OTHERWISE IN GOOD CONDITION $45.00 [5]

CHEVROLET PASSENGER CAR SHOP MANUAL 1949-1953 INCLUDES THE 1954 SUPPLEMENT

A Chevrolet Factory Workshop Manual REPRINT $45.00 [S]

CHEVROLET 1958 1965 MASTER PARTS CATALOG - BODY - CHASSIS

Printed by GM Products of Canada Effective December 1964 S/H GOOD CONDITION 1 COPY $49.95 [1]

CHEVROLET 1955 - 1960 FAST MOVING PARTS CATALOGUE

Issued by NASC PICTURES S/H GOOD CONDITION $35.00 [3]

CHEVROLET 1955: CREATING THE ORIGINAL

by Michael Lamm Designing and engineering the American classic in the words of the men who created the car. Publisher(s): MotorbooksIntl Pub. Date: 10/1/1991


DUST JACKET SIGHTLY TORN OTHER WISE IN GOOD CONDITION $27.50

1964 CHEVROLET SHOP MANUAL SUPPLEMENT

A reprinted Chevrolet Factory Manual ONE COPY $59.95 [2]


CHEVROLET CORVETTE ZR1 La Collection

by Arthur A. Steffen

Volume 15 of Collection (Milan, Italy)

Publisher: Automobilia (13 Jan 1993) Soft cover

Product Dimensions: 21 x 15 x 1 cm 71 pages


Page 10
CHEVROLET SMALL-BLOCK V-8 by Anthony Young MUSCLE CAR COLOR HISTORY While there are many books on Chevrolet cars, this is the first book on the history and development of the Chevy small-block V-8 engine. Historical photos from inside Chevrolet's test facilities chronicle the engine's early development. Colourful photography of cars powered by small-block V-8s takes the story from the test centre to the street. Among the featured cars are a 1956 Bel Air, Corvettes from 1955 through 1990, standard and Z/28 Camaros, a 1970 Yenko Deuce Nova LT-1, a 1966 Chevy I I Nova, Chaparral and Cheetah racers, and Iso Grifos from Italy. Publisher: IBM Publishing Company February 1992 Soft cover 126 pages well illustrated ISBN: 0879385758 WAS $38.95 NOW $24.95

1955 CHEVROLET FEATURES PASSENGER CAR ENGINEERING ACHIEVEMENTS A spiral bound book issued by Engineering Department - Technical Data Group A division of General Motors Group A reprint of a manual issued by GM to dealers on the release explaining features and highlights of new models © OCTOBER 1954 192 pages well illustrated $39.95 ONE COPY


CHEVY TPI FUEL INJECTION SWAPPER'S GUIDE: How to Install and Modify GM TunedPort Injection Systems by John Baechtel Complete guide on how to install and modify GM tuned port injection systems. Covers 1985 to 1992 TPI, mass air flow & speed density systems, plus TPI sensors guide, electronic controls, E-proms & calibration, injector sizing guide & high performance mods. Retrofitting a TPI system to an older engine isn't exactly rocket science, but it does require a good deal of knowledge not only of basic induction systems, but also computerized controls and circuitry. This info-packed manual takes you step-by-step through the fuel injection system and the retrofitting of a TPI system to a typical Chevy small block motor. S-A Design 2008 Softbound 128 pages 27.4 x 21 x 1.2 cm well illustrated with 300 black and white photos ISBN Number: 1884089127 / 9781884089121 In Stock ONE COPY $45.00


HAVE A CREDIT CARDS PHONES ORDER WELCOME +61 OR (0) 8 8298 5548
small block CHEVY PERFORMANCE; VOLUME 2, 1982 AND LATER: by John Baechel Selecting Parts for Power and Reliability. A late model edition of SA Designs popular book CHEVY PERFORMANCE and includes the latest factory and aftermarket components. Soft cover 142 pages, well illustrated.RRP $44.95 NOW $19.95

CHILTON AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION & TRANSAXLE DIAGNOSTIC MANUAL 1988-93
Typical Chapter Layout: * Specifications * General Description * On Vehicle Services * Hydraulic Diagnosis * Electrical Diagnosis * Diagnostic Charts


CHILTON'S MECHANIC'S HANDBOOK

CHILTON'S OFF-ROADING GUIDE by Michael Bargo is the most thorough book of its kind. There's even a section for the bargain hunter including an Army surplus buying guide and a discussion of Postal Service jeeps. You'll find answers to these questions and more as you're guided through the demands of four wheeling with a minimum of risk and expense, and a maximum of fun and freedom. Publisher: Chilton Book Co Published 1979 Soft cover 199 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0801967279 ISBN-13: 978-0801967276 SHOP SOILED WAS $15.85 NOW $5.95

CHILTON 2005 LABOR GUIDE CD-ROM FOR THE PROFESSIONAL TECHNICIAN With the Chilton® 2005 Labor Guide, professional technicians gain access to labor times for vehicle brands and models that conform to current Automotive After market Industry Association standards. Thousands of labor times for 1981 through 2005 domestic and imported vehicles reflect technicians’ use of after market tools and training. Updates based on technical hotline input, Original Equipment Manufacture warranty times, and technical editor evaluation include more diagnostic labor times than ever before. Labor operations have been rewritten to conform to the most recent industry standards. Prior model coverage has been re-evaluated by experts to ensure accuracy. Chilton labor times are accepted by insurance and extended warranty companies. CD-ROM * Publisher: Chilton; Published 2004 ISBN-10: 1401878180 ISBN-13: 978-1401878184 $55.00


CHRYSLERS WONDERFUL WOODIE 1941-1950 TOWN & COUNTRY by Donald J Narus Chrysler's Wonderful Woodie - is a complete history of the Town and Country model from its introduction in 1941 thru 1986and is fully researched and generously illustrated. Packed full of nostalgia and technical data. Published By Venture Publishing Parma, Ohio Published 1988 Hard bound 96 pages well illustrated DUST JACKET SCUFFED WAS $45.00 NOW $32.95

CLASSIC FORD F-SERIES PICKUP TRUCKS, 1948-1956 by Don Bunn. Celebrates the glory of Ford’s early F-Series trucks - all the pickups, sedan deliveries, medium-duty trucks, over-the-road heavy-duty rigs, and rare Canadian Mercury trucks that made the F-Series famous. Also highlighted are fabulous customized trucks that have received hand-built modifications and personalized features. Publisher A MBI Publishing 1998 Soft bound 128 pages 120 illustrations ISBN Number: 0760304831 / 9780760304839 NOS WAS $39.95 NOW $29.95

COME BACK: THE FALL AND RISE OF THE AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY by Paul J. Ingrassia After posting record operating losses of $7.5 billion in 1991, Detroit’s "Big Three" automakers seemed headed for disaster. But the last three years have brought a dramatic turnaround. How Ford, Chrysler and General Motors transformed themselves from tottering dinosaurs turning out defect-ridden cars in the 1980s into efficient producers of popular automobiles is the theme of this riveting, juicy, optimistic report. But the authors also provide an inside look at Big Three decision-making, power struggles, arrogance and near-disasters, telling how a new cadre of managers replaced a stultifying status quo

COMMODORE VB 1978- 80 REPAIR MANUAL 
A Holden Factory WSM - This is the base manuals to be used in conjunction with the HQ series manuals - it is also used for later model Commodores M38145 S/H
RRP $92.95 now $49.95

SPECIAL PRICE ONE COPY $39.95 [5]

COMMODORE VH SERIES 6 CYL 1981-1984 SERVICE AND REPAIR MANUAL A Gregory’s Publication The manuals are written by automotive engineers and aimed at the practically minded car owner who wishes to maintain his or her vehicle in a safe, reliable condition and, at the same time, reduce running and maintenance costs. From a simple adjustment right through to a complex overhaul, Gregory's show the way. The cost of this manual may well be recovered on the first occasion it is put to use and the personal satisfaction of a job well done is the inevitable bonus
Hard cover ISBN 855662801 Book No GR60 S/H GOOD CONDITION $29.95 [1]


CORTINA TC SERIES 4CYL 1971-1974 SERVICE AND REPAIR MANUAL A Gregory's Publication The manuals are written by automotive engineers and aimed at the practically minded car owner who wishes to maintain his or her vehicle in a safe, reliable condition and, at the same time, reduce running and maintenance costs. From a simple adjustment right through to a complex overhaul, Gregory's show the way. A Gregory's Manual will bring within the scope of most readers numerous tasks on the vehicle which can be tackled with confidence. The cost of this manual may well be recovered on the first occasion it is put to use and the personal satisfaction of a job well done is the inevitable bonus
Hard cover ISBN 855662801 Book No GR60 S/H GOOD CONDITION $29.95 [1]

CORVETTE, 1953-1981; IDENTIFICATION & NUMBER/CODE INTERPRETATION GUIDE: How to read and identify Corvette numbers Complete and economical information for the trade, the hobbyists and the consumer Publisher Automotive Information Clearinghouse, USA Soft cover $38.50 [3]

1963 CORVETTE OWNERS HAND BOOK: Reprint ONE COPY $34.95

1963 CORVETTE ASSEMBLY MANUAL $59.95 [2]

CORVETTE PAINT CHIPS 1963-1972 by CTR 84 individual colour chips, exterior paint codes, colour stats, manufactures paint codes, interior trim codes. Small Format $32.95

CORVETTE: PARTS INTERCHANGE MANUAL 1963-1967 by Paul A. Herd. Will help you locate readily available parts for your vehicle with out breaking your bank. This interchange manual advises owners of mid-year Corvettes as to which parts can be swapped across model years, as well as which parts from other Chevrolets can be used in their cars. Motorbooks International. Published 2001 Soft cover, 96 pages, illustrated ISBN 0760309701 978-0760309704, 9780760309704 $49.95

CORVETTE PLASTIC BODY by L J Premo. A reprint of a SAE paper which was at the SAE general meeting of the design and manufacture of the original corvette body. Soft cover 34 pages, illustrated ©1954 FRONT COVER MARKED $9.95 [5]
BEVEN D YOUNG's
Sale Books, "One Off's" and Specials
LIMITED STOCK


CUSTOM FORDS by Pierce Reimer and Steven Mills The whole history of hot-rodting and customising is inextricably interwoven with that of Henry Ford and the Ford Motor Company. It seems appropriate, therefore, that the authors have tried to examine some of Ford's influences that have brought hot-rodxing and customising to where it is today. In recognition of the ability and talent that has gone into the making of custom Fords, Haynes Publications Inc Published June 1987 Hard cover 21 x 27 cm. 152 pages, illustrated ISBN: 085429581X Book No: 9581X WAS $44.95 NOW $24.95

DESKTOP DRAG STRIP™ 1/4-MILE VEHICLE DRAG RACING SIMULATION SOFTWARE an easy-to-use drag strip simulation that lets you build and test virtually any vehicle you can imagine from stock to all out racers.. Test Your next Ride Before You Build It. Find the Best ET & MPH for Street performance or Racing!. Microsoft Windows CD $99.00

DISTRIBUTOR FUEL-INJECTION PUMP TYPE VE by Robert Bosch Clearly written and illustrated with photos, diagrams and charts If you own a European car, you have Bosch components and systems. principles. They also include circuit diagrams, an explanation of the Bosch model numbering system, and a glossary of technical terms. Fuel supply, mechanical governors, injection timing, add-on modules, electronic diesel control Publisher: Robert Bentley Publishers (Jan 1999) Soft cover 56 pages, illustrated ISBN-10: 0837604958 ISBN-13: 978-0837604954 Product Dimensions: 28.6 x 20.3 x 0.6 cm SPECIAL PRICE $19.95


ESSENTIAL VW BEETLE CABRIOLET by Keith Seume Subtitled: The Cars and Their Story 1949-1980 This fact-packed guide tells the story of how the VW Cabriolet was developed, made, changed throughout the years, Includes specs, road test data, buying and restoration advice, and details of production changes, along with a wide range of specially commissioned photographs. Publisher: Bay View Books Ltd Published 1996 Soft cover 80 pages Product Dimensions: 27.3 x 21.6 x 1.3 cm 120 photographs 60 in colour ISBN-10: 1870979737 ISBN-13: 978-1870979733 $29.95

EARLY CHEVROLET CORVETTES 1953 - 67; ALL SIX-CYLINDER & V8S by Thomas Falconer A unique look at early Corvettes and where else can you find previously unseen photographs, with unheard of production and political comments previously classified as secret Published 1985 Hard cover 136 pages eight colour plates plus black & white photos on most pages # ISBN-10: 0850455936 # ISBN-13: 978-0850455939 SHOP SOILED WAS $29.95 NOW $22.95

DAIHATSU 850 CAB/CAB VAN CHASSIS WORKSHOP MANUAL by Daihatsu Motor Company. © September 1982 HAS WIRING DIAGRAMS S/H ONE COPY -------------------- $27.95

DAIHATSU CHARADE ALL SEASONS TYPE AIRCONDITIONING SYSTEMS REPAIR MANUAL Published by Daihatsu Motor Company © May 1980 S/H GOOD CONDITION ONE COPY $19.95

DAIHATSU CHARADE MODEL G11 & G30, G11 TURBO FLAT RATE MANUAL Published by Daihatsu Motor Company © January 1984 (WORKSHOP TIMES GUIDE) S/H GOOD CONDITION ONE COPY $19.95

DAIHATSU CHARADE CHASSIS WORKSHOP MANUAL Published by Daihatsu Motor Company © June 1983 S/H GOOD CONDITION SLIGHTLY GREASY ONE COPY $35.00
BEVEN D YOUNG’s
Sale Books, "One Off's" and Specials
LIMITED STOCK

DAIHATSU CHARADE MODEL G11 & G30, G11 TURBO FLAT RATE MANUAL Published by Daihatsu Motor Company © July 1983 (WORKSHOP TIMES GUIDE) S/H GOOD CONDITION ONE COPY $19.95

DAIHATSU CUVORE CHASSIS WORKSHOP MANUAL By Daihatsu Motor Company. © December 1985 HAS WIRING DIAGRAMS S/H ONE COPY $29.95

DAIHATSU DELTA TRUCK TECHNICAL INFORMATION: By Daihatsu Motor Company HAS WIRING DIAGRAMS S/H ONE COPY ONLY (© September 1980) $19.95

DAIHATSU DELTA TRUCK WORKSHOP MANUAL SUPPLEMENT by Daihatsu Motor Company ONE COPY ONLY (© FEBRUARY 1981) ----- $27.50 (4)

DAIHATSU F SERIES F20, F25, F50, F55, F60, F65 FLAT RATE MANUAL (MECHANICS TIMES GUIDE) By Daihatsu Motor Company S/H ONE COPY ONLY (© JUNE 1983) $19.95

DAIHATSU G10, G20 FLAT RATE MANUAL (MECHANICS TIMES GUIDE) By Daihatsu Motor Company S/H ONE COPY ONLY (© March 1981) $19.95

DAIHATSU HANDI 3-DOOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION: By Daihatsu Motor Company HAS WIRING DIAGRAMS S/H ONE COPY ONLY (© July 1982) $23.95

DAIHATSU HANDIVAN MODEL L55V FLAT RATE MANUAL (TIMES GUIDE) by Daihatsu Motor Company S/H ONE COPY ONLY (© MARCH 1981) $9.95

DAIHATSU PRE DELIVERY INSPECTION MANUAL and PERIODICAL INSPECTION PROCEDURE MANUAL: COMMERCIAL

VEHICLES. by Daihatsu Motor Company S/H ONE COPY ONLY (© December 1981) ----- $19.95

DAIHATSU ROCKY 4WD AIR CONDITIONER: ALL SEASONS TYPE INSTALLATION MANUAL By Daihatsu Motor Company S/HONE COPY ONLY (© NOVEMBER 1984) $19.95

DAIHATSU ROCKY 4WD TURBO TECHNICAL INFORMATION: By Daihatsu Motor Company HAS WIRING DIAGRAMS S/H ONE COPY ONLY (© NOVEMBER 1984) $23.95

DAIHATSU F SERIES S60, S65, S70 FLAT RATE MANUAL (MECHANICS TIMES GUIDE) By Daihatsu Motor Company S/H ONECOPYONLY(© NOVEMBER 1982) $19.95

DAIHATSU SST MANUAL Published by Daihatsu Motor Company © JULY 1980 (DAIHATSU SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS) S/H GOOD CONDITION ONE COPY ------ $19.95

DATSUN 280Z 1975-78 AUTOBOOK WORKSHOP MANUAL by AUTOBOOKS OWM 936 An expertly produced guide for servicing, overhaul and repairs. Ideal for the DIY enthusiasts, Published 1979 Hard bound 200 pages, well illustrated $43.95[5]

DATSUN MODEL 1000 MODEL B10 SERIES by Nissan Motor Company © 11th March 1972 S/H FRONT COVER MISSING -- $34.95 [1]
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DUSTER / DEMON, WITH DART SPORT; A SOURCE BOOK: Edited and annotated by Samuel A Shields Jr. This book covers the whole story of the Duster and Demon including the compact musclecars produced in the 1970’s. The special mid-year models are all included, too, making this a rare opportunity to examine the full story of these Mopar marvels with plenty of well-chosen illustrations from the original factory literature by an acknowledged Mopar authority. Bookman Publishing Source Book Series. Published 1983. Sftbd. 144 pages well illustrated. ISBN 0934780285 / 9780934780285 WAS $19.95 NOW $10.00

DATSUN 200B 1977 - 1981 WORKSHOP MANUAL A Gregory’s Publication The manuals are written by automotive engineers and aimed at the practically minded car owner who wishes to maintain his or her vehicle in a safe, reliable condition and, at the same time, reduce running and maintenance costs. From a simple adjustment right through to a complex overhaul, Gregory’s show the way. Hard cover ISBN 0855664568 Book No GR175A RPP PRICE $58.95 SPECIAL PRICE $39.95 LIMITED STOCK

DATSUN 200B 1977 - 1981 WORKSHOP MANUAL A Gregory’s Publication The manuals are written by automotive engineers and aimed at the practically minded car owner who wishes to maintain his or her vehicle in a safe, reliable condition and, at the same time, reduce running and maintenance costs. From a simple adjustment right through to a complex overhaul, Gregory’s show the way. Hard cover ISBN 0855664568 Book No GR175A S/H DAMAGED RPP PRICE $58.95 now $10.00

DODGE VIPER ON THE ROAD, by R Clarke A selection of articles taken from leading motoring magazines Road tests, driving impressions, Specifications, Tech Data, plus comparison tests Brooklands Road test Book Soft cover 80 pages, illustrated ISBN 1855202034 WAS $39.95 NOW $27.95 [3]

EL CAMINO & GMC SPRINT A SOURCEBOOK Edited by Edward A Lehwald Covers the whole story, from the original full-size El Camino in 1959 to the celebrated intermediates beginning in 1964 and continuing on up to 1983 & is told by means of plentiful, well chosen illustrations from the original factory literature including the exciting Super Sports and the lesser-known GMC Sprint and Caballero versions. This is another volume in the popular Bookman Publishing Source Book Series Publisher: Bookman Pub Published 1984 Soft Cover Product Dimensions: 25.4 x 17.3 x 1 cm 143 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0934780242 ISBN-13: 978-0934780247 NOS WAS $20 NOW $10.00


ELECTRONIC FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS: SHOP MANUAL 1970-1979: This manual is intended to provide car owners and the professional mechanic with the information necessary to the required service operations Understand and Work With the Bosch Systems Fitted to Audi, Bmw, Cadillac, Datsun, Mercedes, Opel Porsche, Renault, Saab, VW and Volvo 1970-1979 Publisher Carbooks Published19791 Soft cover, 90 pages, illustrated, $19.95 [1]
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ESSENTIAL MG T SERIES AND PRE-WAR MIDGETS: THE CARS AND THEIR STORY 1929-54 (ESSENTIAL SERIES) by Anders Ditlev Clausager The M Type MG Midget launched in 1929 was a trend-setting sports car. It founded a dynasty which endured until the demise of the MG TF in 1955. This book first examines the overhead camshaft M,D, J and P roadgoing models of 1929-36 and chronicles the competition careers of the pre-war C, Q and R Types, before moving on to the T Types(TA,TB,TC, TD and TF). Part of the "Essential" series on classic cars, this book also provides complete specifications, performance data, production changes and competition history. Publisher: Bay View Books Ltd Published 1995 Soft cover 80 pages Product Dimensions: 26 x 21 x 0.6 cm 120 photographs 60 in colour ISBN-10: 1870979605 ISBN-13: 978-187938399 ISBN-13: 978-0879383398 NOS $45.00

FAST AS WHITE LIGHTNING by Kim Chapin Revised and updated to coincide with NASCAR's 25th anniversary, "Fast as White Lightning" is a colourful panorama of stock car racing as it evolved from a recreational activity of moonshiners in the 1930s on improvised dirt tracks to its current status as one of the nation's most popular sports. Publisher: Doubleday Published 1981 Hard cover 277 pages, 100 illustrations ISBN-10: 0803782500 ISBN-13: 978-0803782501

HAVE A CREDIT CARDS PHONES ORDER WELCOMED +61 OR (0) 8 8298 5548

FERRARI: A MEMORY by Gino. More than a biography, Ferrari: Here is the pioneer racer, the story of the first car to bear the Cavallino insignia, the death of beloved son Dino, the Italian politics behind the scenes, his favorite wines and cars, his love of life and above all, his enduring automotive vision. Based on personal recollections, Ferrari's unpublished letters and conversations, autobiographical writings, a fitting tribute to this amazing man. Publisher: Motorbooks Intl (Feb 1989) Hardcover: 198 pages Product Dimensions: 21.8 x 16 x 2.3 cm illustrated ISBN-10: 0879383399 ISBN-13: 978-0879383398 NOS $45.00

FERRARI SPORTS CARS AND PROTOTYPES by Giulio Schmidt This volume presents an anthology of the most significant sports prototypes constructed at Maranello. Our intention is to provide an overview of Ferrari sporting history through the analyses of 22 historic models from the 166 Mille Miglia to the Le Mans-prepared F40. The history of each model is complemented by a full technical specification. Publisher: J H Haynes & Co Ltd (17 Oct 1994) Hardcover: 96 pages Product Dimensions: 28.2 x 21.6 x 1.6 cm illustrated ISBN-10: 0854299580 ISBN-13: 978-0854299584 NOS $45.00

FERRARI TURBO by Johnathan Thompson This is the story of the 126 C, CX, CK and C2 Grand Prix cars of 1980-1982 and their distant ancestors, the 125 Fl monoposti of 1948-1951. Along with the development history of the 126 C there is a comparative discussion of the Renault Formula 1 turbo program; GT Ferraris include the sensational but fragile Group 5 Carma Biturbo, the various conversions of the 308 GTB/GTS V-8s and BB flat12s, and the new KKK-equipped 208 GTB, Ferrari's first turbo for sale. Technical drawings, specifications and racing results give every detail on these most exciting of racing and road Ferraris. Publisher: Osprey Published June 1982 Hard cover 133 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0850454654 ISBN-13: 978-0850454659 NOS $39.95

SHOP SOILED DUST

FERRARI: ALL THE CARS Every Ferrari ever made described and illustrated by Leonardo every, model-by-model, from the Ferrari 'preview' of 1940 to the present day. A unique catalogue, it features a specially commissioned colour drawing for each road and racing car, together with archive photography, informative text and specification. Where a single-seater, sports racing model or prototype competed for more than one season or, in the case of a GT, remained in production for several years, each entry contains the principal modifications. Publisher: J H Haynes & Co Ltd 2005 Softbound: 404 pages Well Illustrated 20.6 x 16 x 2.2 cm Haynes Book No : H4312 ISBN Number: 1844253120 / 9781844253128 In Stock $34.95
BEVEN D YOUNG’s  
Sale Books, "One Off's" and Specials  
LIMITED STOCK

SPECIAL PRICE $24.50

HAVE A CREDIT CARDS PHONES ORDER WELCOMED  
+61 OR (0) 8 8298 5548

FIAT 124 SALOON & ESTATE 1966 TO 1975 OWNERS WORKSHOP MANUAL: by Haynes All OHV & DOHC Models Book No 080 ONE COPY ONLY $57.95 [5]


FIREBIRD AND TRANS-AM MUSCLE PORTFOLIO 1967-1972 (Muscle portfolio series) Compiled by R M Clark Articles taken from the Worlds Leading Motoring Magazines including Road & comparison tests History, Performance & technical data, New model introductions, Formula 400, Coupe and convertible, Sprint, 230, 350, 400, Fitch-‘Birds, Ram air, Esprit Brooklands Books Ltd 1998 Softbound 140 pages Well Illustrated 27 x 19.8 x 1 cm ISBN 1855204487 / 9781855204485 IN STOCK 1 Copy NOS $44.95

FLAT RATE MANUAL FOR MECHANICAL REPAIRS FOR CARS AND TRUCKS Published by The Service Station Association of NSW This Manual is designed to aid automotive repairers and service

station operators in costing and in estimating time for repair work on all popular makes and models of cars and trucks from 1957 to 1969. Including Labour Times and Charges, Tune-up Data, Tension Wrench Data. Front Wheel Alignment Figures Hard cover 242 pages S/H GOOD CONDITION ONE COPY $40.00


FORD F250 & 350 OWNERS GUIDE A Ford Australia Publication p/n F25-350-01 © February 2001 SPECIAL PRICE $39.95

THE MODEL A FORD CARBURETOR "by Paul Moller A History of types, changes, operation, testing and rebuilding. Published March 1993 Soft cover 58 pages, small format illustrated $19.95

FORD BA ESCAPE OWNERS HANDBOOK A Ford Australia Publication © 2001 SPECIAL PRICE $39.95
FORD ESCORT MERCURY LYNX CARS 1981-1984 by Larry W. Corby Do it your self car care Presenting ... An invaluable owners guide for: Ford Escort, Ford EXP, Mercury Lynx., Mercury LN7. Shows how you can do it all yourself without the use of expensive or specialized tools and equipment. There are over 200 photos and detailed illustrations to fake you step-by-step through every procedure.. Reviewed in detail are engine ... transmission ... electrical and ignition systems ... brakes ... chassis ... suspension ... tires. and much more! . Publisher Tab Books Published 1984 Soft cover 224 pages, illustrated ISBN10: 0830621334 ISBN13: 9780830621330 $25.95


FORD BODY PARTS LISTS PASSENGER AND COMMERCIAL CARS 1939 and 1940 A Ford Motor Company (Dearborn) Publication Soft cover $16.95

FORD CONSUL OWNERS MANUAL Issued by Ford motor Company Australia © February 1959 S/H ONE COPY $34.95

FORD CONSUL and ZEPHYR SERVICE MANUAL Published by Scientific Publications © 1955 S/H FRONT COVER LOOSE OTHER WISE OK $27.50 [3]

FORD CORTINA 1967-68 OWNERS WORKSHOP MANUAL by AUTOBOOKS OWM 142 Cortina 1300, 1500, 1600 inc Lotus An expertly produced guide for servicing, overhaul and repairs. Ideal for the DIY enthusiasts, Hard bound 190 pages, well illustrated $43.90 [5]

FORD CORTINA 4 CYLINDER 1971-1974 SERVICE AND REPAIR MANUAL A Gregorys Publication 1600 OHV, 2000 OHC The manuals are written by automotive engineers and aimed at the practically minded car owner who wishes to maintain his or her vehicle in a safe, reliable condition and, at the same time, reduce running and maintenance costs. From a simple adjustment right through to a complex overhaul, Gregory's show the way.. The cost of this manual may well be recovered on the first occasion it is put to use Soft cover Book No GR262 RPP PRICE $58.95 SPECIAL PRICE $39.95 LIMITED STOCK

FORD FESTIVAL OWNERS MANUAL Issued by the Ford Motor Company © 1993 SLIGHTLY SHOP SOILED WAS $35.00 NOW $28.50

FORD FALCON FAIRLANE LTD UTE VAN EB ED LTD 1992 - 1994 SHOP MANUAL A Gregorys Publication The manuals are written by automotive engineers and aimed at the practically minded car owner who wishes to maintain his or her vehicle in a safe, reliable condition and, at the same time, reduce running and maintenance costs. From a simple adjustment right through to a complex overhaul, Gregory's show the way.. The cost of this manual may well be recovered on the first occasion it is put to use Soft cover Book No GR262 RPP PRICE $58.95 SPECIAL PRICE $39.95 LIMITED STOCK
**Sale Books, "One Off's" and Specials**

**LIMITED STOCK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FORD FAST MOVING PARTS CATALOGUE 1928 to 1949 FOR ALL FORD OF CANADA PRODUCTS</td>
<td>GOOD CONDITION $75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMERCIAL - PASSENGER CARS - TRUCK Issued by Ford of Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FORD MONDEO OWNERS GUIDE** A Ford Australia Publication © February 2000 4th edition

SPECIAL PRICE $19.95

**FORD LASER KA KB METEOR GA GB 1981 to September 1985 SERVICE AND REPAIR MANUAL**: By Gregory’s Publication Book. The manuals are written by automotive engineers and aimed at the practically minded car owner who wishes to maintain his or her vehicle in a safe, reliable condition and, at the same time, reduce running and maintenance costs. No GR 197 ONE COPY NO S $29.95

**FORD LASER KA/KB METEOR GA/GB SERVICE & REPAIR MANUAL**: By Gregory’s Publications GR197 ONE COPY S/H COVER MARKED $24.95 [5]


**FORD METEOR GC 1985 WAGON REPAIR SUPPLEMENT** A Ford Australia Factory Manual (To be used with WM122) WM122S SHOP SOILED WAS $29.00 NOW $19.95 [5]

**FORD PASSENGER CAR 1952 SHOP MANUAL with 1953 and 1954 SUPPLEMENTS** Produced original by the Ford Division, Ford Motor Company Service Dept. Reprinted by Post Era Books as a service to the Restorer. Hard Bound 554 pages Illustrated $69.95


**FORD TAURUS OWNERS HANDBOOK** A Ford Australia Publication © January 1996 SPECIAL PRICE $19.95

**FORD TELSTAR AS 1986 OWNERS HANDBOOK** A Ford Australia Publication OM125 FRONT COVER SLIGHTLY DAMAGES RRP $35.00 NOW $27.50

**FORD TX5 AT 1987 OWNERS HANDBOOK** A Ford Aus. Publication OM128 S/H ONE COPY RRP $35.00 now $17.50

---
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1986 FORD XF FALCON, ZL FAIRLANE, FE LTD, TECHNICIANS INFORMATION. Issued by Ford Australia, ADR37 – Ford 6 cylinder, ECC 1V, Bosch EST 30th July 1986. S/H GOOD CONDITION. $19.95

FORD ZEPHYR SIX INSTRUCTION BOOK. Issued by Ford (UK) © February 1952. S/H ONE COPY. $34.95


FOUR FOR THE ROAD: CORVETTES, FERRARIS, MERCEDES-BENZ, PORSCHE: THE GREATEST OF THE SURVIVORS SERIES. By Henry Rasmussen. Bound into one volume, here are the four best Survivors series books. Each legendary car is illustrated with hundreds of colour and black and white photos that capture the beauty, grace and unmistakable style of these masterpieces. Publisher: Motorbooks. Published: 1989. Hard cover. 450 pages, well illustrated. ISBN: 0879383623. $59.95


BEVEN D YOUNG’s
Sale Books, "One Off's" and Specials
LIMITED STOCK


GERHARD BERGER - THE HUMAN FACE OF FORMULA 1 by Christopher Hilton. Here is a fascinating insight into Berger's life, told in his own words and in the words of those who helped him, competed against him, and shared it with him. The book is broad in scope - embracing not just Formula 1 but the tumult of racing Alfasuds, the great adventure into European Formula 3, and the cut-and-thrust of touring car racing. Publisher: Patrick Stephens Ltd; 1993 Hard Cover 288 pages, illustrated Product Dimensions: 23.6 x 15.2 x 2.8 cm ISBN-10: 1852605154 ISBN-13: 978-1852605155 ONECOPY NOS WAS $55.00 NOW $35.00

GETTING STARTED IN MOTOR SPORT by Stuart Turner and Tony Mason For the first time in one book, the history of motorsport is recounted and each type of competition is explained in detail. Explained, too, is the organization and administration of the sport, and the complicated rules governing vehicle groups and homologation. For the would-be competitor, advice is given on how to break into motor sport of different types and at various levels. Topics. Discussed also include the merits of driving schools, fitness and insurance. Advice is given on finance and finding (and keeping!) a sponsor. Motor sport is considered as a career; job opportunities being investigated from driver to administrator, from designer to journalist. GT Foulis & Co Ltd Published 1984 Hard bound 144 pages illustrated ISBN 0854294643 978-0854294640 COVER SLIGHTLY FADED $29.95 [2]

GILLES VILLENEUVE: by Gerald Donaldson. Back by the popular this exciting colour biography of one of the all time greats of F1. “Never has a champion been profiled in such masterly way”. THIS IS ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS ON FI THAT HAS BEEN WRITTEN. Hard bound 352 pages, 13 colour, 9 b/w illustrations WAS $69.95 DUST JACKET SLIGHTLY TORN NOW $55.00


GRAND PRIX - THE LEGENDARY YEARS by Louis Stanley. This is a personal and revealing book. The people who dominated the Grand Prix canvas are treated with the intimacy of personal reminiscences, and to observe at close quarters the great charactersof Grand Prix racing - Enzo Ferrari, Colin Chapman, Louis Chiron, Raymond Mays, Innes Ireland, Jim Clark, Jochen Rindt, Jo Bonnier, Piers Courage, Jackie Stewart, Graham Hill, Niki Lauda and many more. All enlivened the scene. They were good value; personae, in fact, gratae... such memories never age. Publisher: Queen Anne Press. Published 1994 Hard cover 248 pages, illustrated ISBN: 1852915471 $75.00

THE GREAT MONEY HUNT by Andrew J Waite AN INSIDERS PRACTICAL GUIDE TO RAISING MOTOR RACING SPONSOR A practical insider's guide to raising motor racing sponsorship... is just that. Proven in 1991 and 1992 Indy campaigns, a 1992 CART team and other motorsports projects. How to find prospects, build strategies, sell and fulfil sponsors marketing needs and more. The book is made up of two volumes exceeding 250 pages. The first volume is the blow-by-blow sponsorship sales methodology needed to plan a campaign, plan an offer, find and approach prospects, beat back objections, define their needs and answer them with your race program. It is the most detailed and the most comprehensive of any sponsorship guide on the market today. Volume two is a companion volume with all of the back up documentation to the narrative of Volume 1 Nexzus Motorsport Published 1998 Soft bound 350 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0963631802 ISBN-13: 978-0963631800 SLIGHTLY SHOP SOILED WAS $139.95 NOW $85.00

GTO VOLUME 11 With Gran Am A SOURCE BOOK Edited by Edward A Lehwald From the first 4 right through to the end of the line in 1974. Also included are the exciting Grand Ams built between 1973 and 1980. The story is told by means of well chosen illustrations from the original factory-issued. kPublisher: Bookman Publishing Published 1985 Soft Cover 143 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0934780501 ISBN-13: 978-0934780506 NOS SLIGHTLY SHOP SOILED WAS $20.00 NOW $10.00
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A GUIDE TO METAL AND PLASTIC FINISHING by Marion L. Maroney Divided into 3 parts A GUIDE TO METAL AND PLASTIC FINISHING begins with an overview of the hardware used in metal and plastic finishing and provides information on grinding, buffing and polishing. Also included is the process and finishing techniques for over two dozen metals and a variety of plastics. Written in a conversational, highly readable style, anyone involved in metal or plastic finishing will find A GUIDE TO METAL FINISHING to be a valuable and often referenced addition to their professional library. Publisher: Industrial Pr; 1st edition Published 1991 Soft cover 167 pages illustrated ISBN -10: 0831130288 ISBN -13: 978-0831130282

NO WAS $80.00 NOW $69.95


HILLMAN MINX 1946-1949 WORKSHOP MANUAL: Published by Scientific Publications, By arrangement with Rootes LTD © 1949 S/H ONE COPY $35.00 [2]
“NEW” HILLMAN MINX PARTS CATALOGUE FROM CHASSIS No A 160001 A Product of the Rootes Group P/n KG 294 © March 1956 S/H GOOD CONDITION $40.00 [1]

HILLMAN MINX WORKSHOP MANUAL Issued by Hillman Motor Company. © 1956 S/H GOOD CONDITION ONE COPY $35.00 [4]


EH HOLDEN OWNERS SERVICE POLICY AND PROTECTIVE MAINTENANCE PLAN: by General Motors Holden Pty LTD S/H $19.95

HOLDEN NOVA LE/LF 1989-1994 WORKSHOP MANUAL A Gregory’s Publication 1.4 1.6 1.8 litre engines Book GR260 S/H ONE COPY $40.00

The complete HOLDEN TORANA HB WORKSHOP MANUAL: by Scientific Publications Covering HB Series. With specifications, repairs and maintenance data Book No 72 S/H DAMAGED ONE COPY; $14.95 [1]

HOLDEN TRIMATIC AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION DIAGNOSIS GUIDE: A reprint of the Holden Factory Manual Covers the Series 2 Some specific areas DOES NOT apply to the Series 3 Transmissions S/H ONE COPY $34.95 [1]

HOLDEN VK 6 CYLINDER 1984 /85 SERVICE AND REPAIR MANUAL A Gregory’s Publication Book No GR222 S/H GOOD CONDITION $24.95


HONDA 1200 cc CIVIC SHOP MANUAL: A Honda Factory Publication GOOD CONDITIONS/H ONE COPY $49.95 [1]

HONDA/ACURA PERFORMANCE: by Sport Compact Car Editors High performance street and racing modifications for Honda Civic/Accord and Acura Integra models The first in a series of books compiled by Sport Compact Car magazine, this authoritative handbook takes on the hot rod trend of import performance. This specialized guide includes the latest how-to advice on every facet of modifying Honda Civics and Accords and Acura Integras. Publisher HP Books, 1999 167 pages illustrated ISBN 1557883246 / 9781557883247 SHOP SOILED WAS $43.95 NOW $25.00


HONDA- MATIC CIVIC 1200 WORKSHOP MANUAL: A Scientific Publication Book No 139 S/H GOOD CONDITION $29.95 [1]

1988 HOT ROD ANNUAL: Published by Petersens Complete performance directory T Bucket Kit Quick and easy Bolt On Projects Pro Street Chassis Build up. Mustang Restoration Engine Assembly Tips and more Soft cover, 180 pages, well illustrated $5.00

HOT RODS AND DRAGSTERS: by Melvyn Record The Definitive Guide to the Fastest-Accelerating Cars Ever Made Publisher Apple, 1992 Soft cover 128 pages, illustrated ISBN 1850763712, 9781850763710 SHOP SOILED WAS $43.95 NOW $15.00
HOT ROD HISTORY BOOK 1: THE BEGINNINGS. Written by the originator of the Soker McGurk cartoon of 'Hot Rod' magazine. Medley speaks from experience of hot rodding. Photos of cars from the 1920s to the 1940s. Soft Bound, 202 pages, lots of illus/photos. ISBN 188408 9054 COVER FADED NORMALLY $45.00 NOW $17.50

HOT ROD HISTORY BOOK 2: THE GLORY YEARS Great coverage of Bonneville, El Mirago as well as powerplant and chassis designs of the period. Also contains coverage of the first ever Street Rod Nationals. Soft Bound 200 pages, 600+ photos. B-HRH2 188408 9089 COVER FADED NORMALLY $45.00 NOW $17.50


HOW TO GET MORE MILES PER GALLON IN THE 1990'S by Robert Sikorsky and David J. Rowlands With a little common sense and a willingness to break some old driving habits, you can double your car's gas mileage, save hundreds of dollars a year, and help clean up the environment all at the same time! This updated edition of the bestselling How to bet More Miles per Gallon is packed with performance enhancing tips and simple driving techniques that can turn almost any car into a high-mileage vehicle. Publisher: TAB Books Inc; Published 1991 Soft cover 140 pages, illustrated ISBN-10: 0830637931 ISBN-13: 978-0830637935 SHOP SOILED WAS $20.00 NOW $9.95

HOW TO INSTALL A POWERFUL TURBO DIESEL IN YOUR VEHICLE GIANT FUEL SAVINGS by Dave Smith COMPLETE HOW-TO MANUAL FOR THE DO-IT-YOURSELFER ON A BUDGET The purpose of this book is to provide you, the do-it-yourself enthusiast, with detailed instructions for converting your vehicle to turbocharged diesel power. There are no insurmountable problems associated with a conversion of this type, as long as an engine is selected that will physically fit into the engine compartment and generate adequate power to operate your vehicle. If that decision is to proceed with a TURBO-DIESEL conversion, then by all means, do it and begin reaping the benefits as soon as possible. If you decide against attempting a conversion, then you will be richer for having honestly researched the subject and arrived at that conclusion. Either way, this book will have met its objective, because you will have made an INFORMED DECISION Publisher Cash Flow Systems. Published 1981 Soft bound 96 pages, illustrated S/H $12.95

HOW TO TUNE & MODIFY CHRYSLER FUEL INJECTION by Ben Watson is the complete hands-on guide to trouble shooting and repairing Chrysler fuel injection From pin identification to wire colours, this book-packed with over 230 photographs, diagrams, charts, and tables-provides professional and amateur mechanics alike with the most accurate and up-to-date Chrysler fuel-injection data available. For those seeking to improve fuel-injection performance, this comprehensive guide is a must Publisher(s): Motorbooks Intl Pub. Date: 6/1/1997 Soft cover 160 pages ISBN10: 0760303711 ISBN13: 9780760303719 $29.95 [3]

HOW TO RESTORE FUEL SYSTEMS & CARBURETION by Ian Penberthy OSPREY RESTORATION GUIDE No 15 The correct restoration of fuel systems and carburettors is essential if the restored vehicle is to perform as it should. Author Ian Penberthy has therefore provided us with a practical step-by-step DIY guide to their refurbishment. Published: 1988 Hard cover 128 pages * 120 specially commissioned photographs and drawings Step-by-step ‘how to’ advice * Materials and tools fully detailed ISBN10: 085045784X ISBN13: 9780850457845 SHOP SOILED WAS $25.00 NOW $19.95

HUDSON 1946 –1957 THE CLASSIC POSTWAR YEARS by Richard Langworth MODEL BY MODEL HISTORY, TECHNICAL SPECS, HISTORIC PHOTOGRAPHS An illustrated history of this popular period in Hudson’s, history. Published June 1993 Hard bound 166 pages 165 illustrations ISBN: 0879387297 WAS $43.95 NOW $32.95
IDENTICAR, 2004 AUSTRALIA MOTOR VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION GUIDE
WHY IDENTICAR? MADE-TO-MEASURE PUBLICATIONS has produced Identicar. Accurately identifies every make and model of vehicle, under .5 tonnes, sold in Australia over the past 10 years and includes all 1993 models and should be on the shelf for every one looking for quick accurate Vehicle Identification. Identicar contains a good quality picture of most model variants, clearly showing the grills and corner lamps along with basic engine specs, chassis/vin numbers, engine codes, the location of these numbers and codes, AND MORE. WAS $104.50 NOW $30.00 [1]

ILLUSTRATED BMW BUYER'S GUIDE by Ken Gross This complete and detailed reference work covers all of the great BMW automobiles up to the current models, including 2002, Bavaria, 3.0 CSL "Batmobile," M3, 850CSi, to the current 3-, 5-, and 7-Series sports luxury touring cars. Contains model development histories, options, specifications, investment ratings, and much more. 2nd ed. Publisher: Motorbooks Published 1994 Soft cover 190 pages well illustrated ISBN-10: 0879387548 ISBN-13: 978-0879387549 NOS WAS $34.95 NOW $27.50

ILLUSTRATED BUYER'S GUIDE: VOLKSWAGEN by Peter Vack. Covers all of the Volkswagens from 1946 to 1998. Here are all of the early Beetles, as well as the Transporter, Karmann Ghia, Rabbit, Scirocco, Jetta, Golf, Passat, the New Beetle, and more. Three hundred factory archival and contemporary photographs as well as famous period advertisements detail the changes in the VW model lines from year to year. Specifications, options, production figures, and more make this an invaluable reference as well as an entertaining read. MBI Published 1998 Soft cover 176 pages, well illustrated ISBN10: 0879387416 ISBN13: 978-0879387419 $34.95


ILLUSTRATED MG BUYER’S GUIDE (Illustrated Buyer's Guide) by John Heilig Reviews all MGs offerings from the earliest automotive tinkerings of founder der William Morris to the Y-type, Z-type Magnettes, 1100s and 1300s, through the the modern Metro, Maestro, Montego, and MGF. Author John Heilig's well researched text lays out the history and evolution of the various models, discusses their collectibility, and offers advice on purchase, restoration, and tuning. More than 150 photos, detailed specification charts, and a thorough resource listing further guide the enthusiast in his MG quest. If you're ready to drop the top and cruise off into a warm summer evening. Illustrated MG Buyer's Guide will help you choose the best MG for the job. Motorbooks Intl 1997 Softbound 160 pages More than 150 photos, detailed specification charts, 23.6 x 18.8 x 1 cm Shipping Weight 540G ISBN Number: 0760302901 / 9780760302903: In Stock New $34.95

ILLUSTRATED OLDSMOBILE BUYER’S GUIDE by Richard Langworth CARS FROM 1946 More than fifty MODELS 1946 Custom Cruiser convertible to the recent Pace Car replicas, with long looks at the blue-chip Rocket 88 and Toronado, and longing looks at the red-hot muscle cars 4-4-2 Published 1987 Soft cover 144 pages, well illustrated ISBN10: 0879382708 ISBN13: 9780879382709 $34.95

IMPORTED PARTS GUIDE & CROSS REFERENCE DIRECTORY; 1990 JAPANESE ENGINE PARTS EDITION: A Hugh 760 page manual for cross referencing of OEM and after market engine parts for Honda, Isuzu, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Subaru and Toyota ONE COPY WAS $69.95 NOW $25.00 [3]

IMPROVE & MODIFY ESCORT & ORION Including XR3 & XR3i by: Lindsay Porter & Dave Pollard This book, illustrated with step-by-step photographs, is a complete guide to improving and modifying MkIII and MkIV Escorts and Orions to give the cars a personal feel. Haynes Publishing Published 1990 Hard cover 270 x 210mm, 240 pages, over 800 illustrations (approx. 54 colour) # ISBN-10: 0854297847 # ISBN-13: 978-0854297849 Book No: F784 FRONT COVER SLIGHTLY DAMAGED WAS $57.95 NOW $27.50

ISUZU BELLEIT (PR20) SALES BROCHURE Front cover SLIGHTLY MARKED $24.95

ISUZU ENGINE WORKSHOP MANUAL FOR LIGHT VEHICLES Published by Isuzu Motors LTD G150, C180, G130 Engines S/H $34.95 [1]

ISUZU PF50 MODEL PASSENGER CAR CHASSIS WORKSHOP MANUAL: Published by Isuzu Motors LTD S/H SLIGHTLY GRUBBY $29.95 [1]

JEEP 4X4 PERFORMANCE HANDBOOK (Motorbooks Workshop) by Jim Allen. The book covers the Jeep from bumper to bumper, focusing on modifications for off-road driving but including engine and drivetrain hopups suitable for improved street performance and towing. Tires and wheels, suspension systems, axles, transfer cases, transmissions, winches, recovery gear, brakes, electrical systems, and more are included, as well as an extensive listing of parts suppliers and retailers. If you want to build the ultimate Jeep without going bankrupt or losing your mind, the Jeep 4x4 Performance Handbook is for you. Publisher: Motorbooks Published 1998 Soft Cover 192 pages, illustrated ISBN-10: 076030470X ISBN-13: 978-0760304709 NOS FRONT COVER SLIGHTLY CREASED Wa $39.95 now $27.50

JIM MURCOTT'S AUSTRALIAN USED CAR BUYER'S GUIDE BOOK Everything you need to know to buy the best used car for your money...Over 150 local and imported models from 1980 to 1989 • History of each model, including all updates • Full specifications and photographs • Fuel-economy estimates • Year-by-year market prices for every model - in excellent, average or poor condition • Problems to watch out for Shopping tips • How much to spend a Where to look Checking out the car • Getting the best deal • Warranties and consumer protection • Finance and insurance Murcott's best bets on used cars Publisher Viking O'Neil, Published 1990 Soft cover 171 pages illustrated ISBN 0-670-90155-5 SALE PRICE $11.95 [3]

KARMANN GHIA COUPE AND CABRIOLET by Malcolm Bobbitt The Karmann Ghia Coupe and Convertible are wonderfully stylish cars built on the ultra-dependable VW Beetle chassis and running gear. Built between 1955 and 1974, these cars are now established classics. This book is the essential guide to all the curvy and collectible VW-based Karmann Ghias. Colour throughout. Publisher Veloce Publishing Limited, 2002 Hard Bound Product Dimensions: 25 x 20.5 x 1.3 cm 112 pages well illustrated ISBN 978190370605X $45.00


1949-1951 LINCOLN & MERCURY OVERHAUL SET & SHOP MANUAL; INCLUDES SPECIAL AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS SUPPLEMENTS Reprint PAGES LOOSE ONE COPY WAS $57.95 NOW $19.95 [4]

LOTUS ELAN; SUPER PROFILE: By Graham Arnold. A full portrait of the car is built up describing its history, production changes and specifications, road tests, owner's views and a superb photo gallery. Published 1982. Hard cover, 56 pages, 79 illustration, 17 in colour. $21.95

MAGNUM ENGINES by Mopar Performance Parts Racing secrets, engine blueprinting and performance modifications for following Chrysler Engines 5.2L V8, 5.9L V8, 8.0L V10, 3.9L V6, 2.5L 4 Cylinder and the Magnum Crate Engines. Published by Mopar Performance Parts Soft cover 372 pages, well illustrated © 1995 FRONT AND BACK COVERS SLIGHTLY DOGD ARED WAS $75.00 NOW $49.95

MAZDA B2600 SERIES 1991 WIRING A Mazda factory Publication B2600 - 2WD 52151091H...........$54.95

MAZDA EUNOS 800 TA 1993 AUTO TRANSMISSION SUPPLEMENT GF4A-EL A Mazda Factory Manual 14141093L .................$89.00

MAZDA RX-3 WORKSHOP MANUAL- ENGINE Published by Toyo Kogyo © September 1972 S/H COVER GREASY OTHERWISE GOOD CONDITION ONE COPY $45.00 [4]

MAZDA 616 (CAPELLA 1600) WORKSHOP MANUAL by Toyo Kogyo Co LTD © October 1970 A Mazda Factory Manual ONE COPY S/H GOOD CONDITION $A49.95

MAZDA 626 STATION WAGON WIRING DIAGRAM A Mazda Factory Manual P/ 5117-10-88B © 2/88 NOS SLIGHTLY SHOP SOILED WAS $50.00 NOW $39.95

MAZDA E SERIES 1800/2000/2200 - 1984 REPAIR MANUAL A Mazda Factory Manual Petrol 1.8 F8 & 2.0 FE OHC Diesel 2.2 litre R2 10951084A S/H GOOD CONDITION .................$60.00 [3]

MAZDA MX5 OWNERS HANDBOOK A Mazda Publication © 08/95 SLIGHTLY DAMAGED ONE COPY WAS. $39.95 NOW $29.95

MAZDA RX-7 PERFORMANCE HANDBOOK by Mike Ancas The Mazda RX-7 Performance Handbook reveals the tips and techniques used by top speed shops to hop-up all three generations (1979-1995) of this rotary powered sports car. This step-by-step guide explains how to transform each model into your perfect sports car, while remaining within your budget. Performance modifications covered include suspension mods, performance headers and mufflers, and engine swaps. And don't forget about upgrading your brake system and programming the ignition curve for that extra added performance. Turbocharging and nitrous oxide information will help you give your RX-7 the extra boost it needs to get there faster. If you own an RX-7 and feel the need for speed, Mazda RX-7 Performance Handbook is your road map to serious performance! MBI Publishing 2000 Softbound 160 pages 250 illustrations 550 grams 27 x 21 x 1 cm ISBN Number: 0760308020 / 9780760308028 NOS NEW: In Stock 2 COPIES $39.95
MITSUBISHI LANCER EVO by Brian Long


THE MODERN ENGINEER; by Arthur William Judge a practical work on the maintenance, running, adjustment, and repair of automobiles of all types, and on the management of garages. Published by Caxton Publishing Co, Published 1955 Third edition Hard cover S/H $55.00

MORRIS OXFORD & COWLEY CAR MANUAL: Published by Morris Motors Ltd (1926) S/H GOOD CONDITION ONE COPY $34.95

MUROC: WHEN THE HOT RODS RAN MAY 15, 1938 by William Carroll Here's what hot rodding was all about when the Southern California Timing Association held its first speed trials on Muroc Dry Lake (now Edwards Air Force Base) back in 1938. Program reproductions list major players in the hot rod field. Aerial photographs show the lake races as they really were. # Publisher: Auto Book Pr Jan 1991) Soft cover 80 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0910390304 ISBN-13: 978-0910390309 Product Dimensions: 27.4 x 21.1 x 0.8 cm NOS ONE COPY BOTTOM FRONT RIGHT HAND CORNER SLIGHTLY DOG EARED WAS $44.95 NOW $35.00

MOSSIE 1300, 1500 AND NOMAD WORKSHOP MANUAL A Leyland Australia Publication © 1971 TP813B S/H $45.00 [1]

MOSSIE MINOR SERIES 11 OPERATION MANUAL: Published by Nuffield export LTD. BACK COVER SLIGHTLY TORN S/H GOOD CONDITION $29.95

MOSSIE MARINA 1.3, 1.8 HANDBOOK: Issued by Austin Morris Group © 1973 ONE COPY S/H GOOD CONDITION $29.95

MORRIS MARINA INTEREUROPE REPAIR MANUAL FROM 1971 Published by Intereurope © 1971 Book No 204 1.3, 1.8, 18TC/GT. ONE COPY S/H GOOD CONDITION $34.95 [5]

MORRIS MARINA 1.3, 1.8 INSTRUCTION BOOK: Issued by Morgan Motor Company © 1975 ONE COPY $44.95

MORRIS MINOR SERIES 11 OPERATION MANUAL: Published by Nuffield export LTD. BACK COVER SLIGHTLY TORN S/H GOOD CONDITION $29.95

MORRIS MINOR THE FIRST 50 YEARS by Ray Newell. The majority of the period photographs have not been published before. This book is an irresistible trip down Memory Lane for anyone whose life has ever been touched by the Morris Minor. Publisher: Bayview Books (Oct 27 1997) Hardcover: 128 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 1870979982 ISBN-13: 978-1870979986 Product Dimensions: 27.3 x 27.3 x 1.9 cm Shipping Weight: 1060 g ONE COPY NOS FRONT COVER FADED WAS $66.00 NOW $49.95

MORRIS OXFORD & COWLEY CAR MANUAL: Published by Morris Motors Ltd (1926) S/H GOOD CONDITION ONE COPY $34.95
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MUSTANG RED BOOK, 1964-1/2-2004, 4th Edition by Peter Sessler Fourth edition of the popular Mustang Red Book updates all Mustang specifications to the 2004 models. Key information such as prices, options, codes, serial numbers, VINs, and more are provided for each model ever produced. The appendix helps decipher date, district, rear axle, and transmission codes, and also explains how to interpret warranty plate and certification label information MBI Publication 2007 Soft bound: 206 pages well illustrated with 70 black and White 11 x 19 cm. ISBN Number: 0760319804 / 9780760319802 New Availability: In Stock ONE COPY $24.95

THE NEW BEETLE Enthusiast color series by Matt DeLorenzo An exclusive look at VW's reinvention of the automotive world's icon follows the New Beetle from drawing board to concept car to the media blitz that accompanied the final product. Publisher MBI Publishing, 1998 Soft Cover 95 pages well illustrated ISBN 0760306443, 9780760306444 NO S $27.50

NIKI LAUDA MEINE STORY by Niki Lauda The riveting autobiography of Niki Lauda, three-time motor racing world champion. The determined Lauda wipes away the glitter and takes you into his fast paced life, talking very openly about the triumph and turmoil of his career in Formula One racing and his subsequent business life. Lauda pulls no punches when discussing his struggle to the top, behind the scenes at Ferrari, his dealings with teammates and rivals, his horrendous crash and his incredible comeback, not only to life itself but also to the Grand Prix scene, to Brabham, McLaren and his two retirements. He also reveals the pressures of his personal life and family. Perhaps today's most perceptive insight into the lifestyle of a motor racing superstar. Publisher: Motorbooks Intl (Oct 1986) Hardcover: 208 pages Product Dimensions: 21.8 x 13.7 x 2.5 cm illustrated ISBN-10:087938218X ISBN-13: 978-0879382186 NOS $34.95


NISSAN E20 OWNERS MANUAL A Nissan Service Manual 1.4 and 1.6 litre © July 1974. S/H GOOD CONDITION ONE COPY $21.95

NISSAN B11 and N12 SERIES SERVICE MANUAL A Nissan Factory Workshop Manual E13 & E15 engines SM2EN1B1GO...FRONT COVER SLIGHTLY CREASED WAS. $89.00 NOW $59.95

NISSAN MAXIMA J31 OWNERS HANDBOOK A Nissan Publication From 2006 P/N OM5EOJ31GO. $45.00

NISSAN PULSAR N12 TURBO & N12 SUPPLEMENT A Nissan Factory Workshop Manual (To be used with SM2EN1B1GO) SM3EN12SGO WAS $29.95 cover marked NOW $24.95 [3]

NISSAN SKYLINE R33 1993-1997 OWNERS HANDBOOK A Nissan Publication Non ADR/Australian models - Japanese domestic market models only Translated by JPNZ. JPNZ4 WAS $69.95 SHOP SOILED FRONT COVER CREASED NOW $52.50

NOVA SS VOLUME 11 A SOURCE BOOK with Acadian and Chevy II Edited by Edward A Lehwald From the Chevy 11 SS in the early sixties to the last of the Nova SS models In the late seventies. All models are covered including the Acadian, built for the Canadian market. This is another volume in the popular Bookman - Publishing Source Book Series. Publisher: Bookman Publishing Published 1985 Soft Cover 143 pages, illustrated ISBN-10: 0934780587 ISBN-13: 978-0934780582 NOS SHOP SOILED FRONT COVER MARKED WAS $A20.00 NOW $10.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE OAKLAND ROADSTER SHOW: 50 YEARS OF HOT RODS AND CUSTOMS:</td>
<td>By Andy Southard Jr. and Dam Gingerelli</td>
<td>The Oakland Roadster Show - the most prestigious event in the world of hot</td>
<td>$32.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rod in U.S.A. Celebrated its 50th anniversary in January 1999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Softcover 266 x 209mm, 128pp 140 colour and 25 b&amp;w illustrations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ISBN 0 7603 0608 7 NO: MI608</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EAN: 9 780760 306086</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FRONT COVER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SLIGHTLY DOG EARED WAS $38.50 NOW $19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF-ROAD PERFORMANCE HANDBOOK: HOW TO BUILD AND MODIFY YOUR OFF-</td>
<td>By Mike Bargo</td>
<td>The tool to aid you in erecting the ultimate off-roader: mini sport trucks,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROAD TRUCK</td>
<td></td>
<td>pickups, utility jeeps, Broncos. Super-duty suspension modifications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Publisher: Motorbooks International; illustrated edition (20 Oct 1988)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Softcover 192 pages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Product Dimensions: 27.9 x 22.2 x 1.3 cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHOP SOILED WAS $32.95 NOW $19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLDSMOBILE 1946-1980 THE CLASSIC YEARS</td>
<td>By Jan P Norbye and Jim Dunne</td>
<td>An illustrated history of this popular period in Oldsmobile history.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reissue edition (June 1993) Hard bound 159 pages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WAS $43.95 NOW $32.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLDSMOBILE MUSCLE CAR</td>
<td>By William Holder</td>
<td>Focuses on the Oldsmobile performance models produced from 1964 to 1973; the 442,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>big- and small-block &quot;W&quot; high-performance models, Hurst/Olds, Indy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pace cars, and more.                       Period ads, detailed charts, and black and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>white photography trace the model's development from a Cutlass option in 1964 to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the stunning 1970 442 and beyond. Publisher: Motorbooks Int.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Published October 1994 Soft cover 144 pages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$32.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORIGINAL CITROEN DS: THE RESTORER'S GUIDE</td>
<td>By John Reynolds</td>
<td>The book guides collectors, restorers and enthusiasts through production changes,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>models, with thorough text and detailed photography to ensure correct restoration and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>purchase. Publisher: Motorbooks International; illustrated edition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1 Nov 2006) Soft cover 144 pages over 200 colour photos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Product Dimensions: 29.2 x 22 x 1 cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$45.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORIGINAL CORVETTE STING RAY 1963-1967: RESTORATION GUIDE</td>
<td>By Tom Falconer</td>
<td>For many Corvette enthusiasts, the world’s most enduring and successful sports car</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>reached its zenith with the incomparable Sting Ray of 1963-1967. This book provides a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>complete, detailed, fully illustrated guide to the original factory specifications for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>both the coupe and convertible models. With hundreds of color photographs and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>information on mechanical parts, bodywork, interiors, upholstery, and more, this is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the essential resource for bringing a Corvette Sting Ray back to its original</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>factory condition. Publisher: Bay View Books Ltd 1997 Hard Bound 96 Pages Specially</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Commission Photos 29.7 x 23.4 x 1.8 cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ISBN Number: 1870979907 / 9781870979900 New Nos $55.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORIGINAL JAGUAR E TYPE RESTORER'S GUIDE TO 3.8, 4.2 AND V12</td>
<td>By Philip Porter</td>
<td>The Restorer’s Guide to 3.8, 4.2 and V12 Roadster, Fixed-Head Coupe and 2+2. A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>complete guide to authenticating your Jaguar to 100% originality. Covers every area of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the car. Includes serial and engine numbers, paint, trim, options, technical features,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>even changes in production with the date the change was implemented and in many cases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the chassis or engine number. Over 160 full color photos illustrate every detail -</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>even the tool kit. Essential for Jaguar restorers, owners and enthusiasts. Publisher:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Motorbooks Int. Hard Cover: 120 pages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ORIGINAL PORSCHE 356 By Laurence Meredith
The Restorers Guide to All Coupe, Cabriolet, Roadster and Speedster Models 1951-65. With the aid of factory records and the accumulated knowledge of Porsche 356 experts, Meredith presents this essential Porsche 356 restoration guide. Filled with original and accurate specifications so that your 356 reveals an authentic restoration. Publisher: Motorbooks International; Published 2003 Soft cover 112 pages well illustrated Product Dimensions: 29.5 x 22.4 x 0.8 cm # ISBN-10: 0760317364 # ISBN-13: 978-0760317365 2 COPIES $39.95


ORIGINAL TRIUMPH TR7 & TR8 By Bill Piggott. Fabulous color photographs, specifications, buying tips, and production figures - everything you need to turn your Triumph into a show-quality gem! Drawing on factory records, parts lists and catalogs, this full-color volume delivers a comprehensive survey of Triumph's TR7 and TR8 sports cars. Dynamic color photographs show the right look for your TR. Publisher: Motorbooks International; (30 Nov 2000) Hard cover: 96 pages Over 225 specially commissioned photos Product Dimensions: 30.6 x 23.7 x 1.7 cm ISBN-10: 0760309728 ISBN-13: 978-0760309728 $59.95 ONE COPY

OUTBACK VENTURER- by Xcomm Pty Ltd. An informative look at the do's and don'ts of Australian outback travel. This book is the essential training for the cautious out back venturers. Covers such subjects as Four wheel driving, Communications, Planning, Navigating, Royal Flying Doctor, 4wd accessories, and much more 1 hour playing time. VHS. VIDEO PAL WAS $27.95 NOW $14.95

PERFORMANCE MODIFYING FORD TRUCKS: FOR STREET, STRIP AND OFF-ROAD by Richard Johnson Provides the Ford enthusiast with the nuts and bolts know-how necessary to modify his vehicle from mild to wild--from street to strip to off the road. Publisher: Cartech Inc Published December 1996 Soft cover 128 pages well illustrated ISBN-10: 1884089194 ISBN-13: 978-1884089190 Book No SA30 (30) $45.00

POPULAR MECHANICS SATURDAY MECHANIC by Popular Mechanics Press Author Cliff Gromer Car care and repair is a hobby enjoyed by the weekend mechanic. over 550 step-by-step line drawings guide readers through over 80 repairs and improvements, including how to fix exhaust systems, repair flat tires, unclog electronic fuel injection systems, stop brakes from squealing, and replace shattered windshields. And when drivers sooner or later run into a pole, hit a fence, or bump another car at an intersection, this book will be there to help. With the damage on replacing cracked plastic body panels and dealing with minor dings and dents. Special attention is given to diagnosing problems in new cars equipped with supposedly "unrepairable" electronic systems and an extensive section covering maintenance basics helps amateur mechanics select the appropriate tools for the job. Published Hearst Communications Published May 1994 Hardcover: 360 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0688129633 * ISBN-13: 978-0688129637 NOS SLIGHTLY MARK ON EDGE OF BOOK WAS $50.00 NOW $39.95

PEUGEOT/TALBOT DIESEL ENGINE OWNER'S WORKSHOP MANUAL A Haynes Repair Manual Models covered by this manual This manual covers the Peugeot/Talbot 1769 cc & 1905 cc (1.7 & 1.9 litre) Diesel engines (including 1.7 litre turbocharged Diesel engine) used in the following applications, and should be used with the appropriately numbered Haynes Owners Workshop Manual Peugeot 205, including Van (OWM 932) Peugeot 305, including Van (OWM 538) Peugeot 309 (OWM 1266) Talbot Horizon (OWM 473) Does not cover specific application to Peugeot 405 models or 1548 cc Diesel engine used in early 305 models. 2nd Revised edition Haynes Manuals Inc Published 01 Dec 1989 Hard cover 189 pages, well illustrated ISBN 1850106967 ISBN13 9781850106968 Book No HA950 $60.00
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PONTIAC FIREBIRD: THE AUTO-BIOGRAPHY (MADE IN AMERICA SERIES) by Marc Cranswick
A number of Firebird models are already valuable classics, but certain younger versions can be counted on as some of the fastest appreciating collector cars of today and tomorrow. The Firebird legend just gets bigger. From the go faster 1960s, gas mileage and pollution controlled 1970s, performance renaissance of the 1980s, through to the indifference of the 1990s. The Firebird was always there, this is its story. Cutting edge research and 295 photos bring this in-depth, incredibly detailed story to life. Publisher: Veloce Publishing PLC; Published 2007 Hardcover: Product Dimensions: 25.2 x 21.6 x 2.6 cm 192 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 190370667X ISBN-13: 978-1903706671 DUST JACKET SLIGHTLY TORN RRP $79.95 NOW $60.00

PORSCHE 356 By Brian Long. The full and fascinating story of the postwar Coupes and Spyders that started the Porsche legend. Coverage includes Porsche 356 development, production history, specifications, and racing records. Plus guidance on buying and restoring a Porsche 356 as well as information on current replicas of this classic German sports car. Publisher: Veloce Publishing 1996 160 pages, well illustrated 25.8 x 21.5 x 1.6 cm ISBN-10: 1874105634 ISBN-13: 978-1874105633 NOS $69.95

PRACTICAL CLASSICS ON VW BEETLE RESTORATION by R.M. Clarke (Editor)

The “new” PREFECT INSTRUCTION: issued by Ford Motor Company y (UK) © December 1955 ONE COPY S/H $34.95


PORSCHE 914 AND 914-6 by Brian Long. Tellsthe complete history of the 'Cinderella' Porsches which have now become respected and established classics. Includes 914 and 914-6 in international motorsport and expert advice on buying and restoring. Period illustrations acquired with the assistance of Porsche. Publisher: Veloce Publishing Published 1998 Product Dimensions: 24.1 x 20.3 x 1.3 cm 160 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 1901295494 ISBN-13: 978-1901295498 NOS SHOP SOILED COVER DOG EARED WAS $43.95 NOW $29.95

PORSCHE SPECS, 3rd ENGLISH VERSION DESIGN TYPES- SPECIFICATION- TO LERANCES. This pocket size booklet was compiled to provide the Porsche service man with data and standards to enable qualified service. 100 pages SHOP SOILED WAS $26.95 NOW $15.95


QUEST OF SPEED; MODERN RACING CAR DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY: by Alan Henry. This authoritative work charts in fascinating detail the leading edge of technology necessary for a front running car. Published 1993. Hard bound 224 pages, 150 illustrations. $65.95 NOW WAS $24.95

RACE CAR GRAPHICS: by Gary Smith How to design a race car colour schemes, plus numbering, painting and pin striping, with paint or vinyl. Make your car look profession at the ¼ of the cost. Includes 8 pages of colour. WAS $22.95 NOW $10.95
RACE WITHOUT END: by Maurice Hamilton The Grind Behind the Glamour of the Sasol Jordan Grand Prix Team Hamilton describes the thrills and spills of this glamorous world, bringing the story right up to date with Jordan's dramatic start to the 1994 season. Features 32 pages of sensational colour photos taken exclusively for this book by leading GP photographers Nigel Snowdon and Diana Burnett. Publisher: Haynes Publishing Date Published: 1994 Hardcover 223 Pages, Illustrated ISBN: 1852605006 $49.95

RACING MECHANIC: By Jeremy Walton ERMANNO CUOGHI Mechanic to a World Champion. This is the story of Ermanno Cuoghi long time personal mechanic to Niki Lauda Cuoghi personal story told to the author is intertwined with fascinating and previously unknown race car development and motor racing history. A full and unique story. Published 1980. Hard bound, 176 pages, illustrated with black and white illustrations. ISBN 0-85045-329-1 $44.95

RACING WITH ALEC MILDREN PART 1 1965-1966 (VIDEO) SANDOWN 6 HOUR RACE TASMAN SERIES: This the first of a two part series detailing the Mildren’s team’s racing history and gives an insight into the peak years of the Tasman series when Grand Prix Racing came down under. Duration 80 minutes $29.95

RALLYING! by Tony Mason. Tony Mason and Stuart Turner, Give you the practical know-how necessary to get, started in rallying, or to turn a finish into atop ten placing: Tony and Stuart can help you to derive. maximum enjoyment from the sport of Rallying’ - go for it! G T Foulis & Co Ltd Published 1988 Hardcover 144 pages illustrated ISBN 0854297138, 978-0854297139 REAR COVER SLIGHTLY MARKED WAS $29.95 NOW $24.95

RANGE ROVER 1983 ON OWNERS HANDBOOK A Range Rover Publication SLIGHTLY DAMAGED ONE COPY WAS $32.95 NOW $24.95


RELLIM WHEEL ALIGNMENT CHART 2002 Covers over 900 Vehicles Cars, 4WDs and Light Commercials * Australian - European - Japanese - Korean manufacturers Alfa Romeo TO Volvo ALL POPULAR CARS SOLD IN AUSTRALIA Softcover No. Pages: 676 Dimensions: 22 x 16 SALE PRICE WAS $59.00 NOW $20.00

RELLIM WIRING DIAGRAMS From Alfa Romeo, to Volvo From 1975 to 1980 100 MODELS COVERED Some of the models cover Datsun 240Z, Datsun 260C, Datsun 200B to 1977, Datsun 200B from 1978, Datsun Stanza, Datsun Skyline, Datsun Nissan Patrol, Ford Cortina, TD, Ford Holden HJ Statesman Deville, Holden HX Belmont Kingswood Monaro Premier, Subaru 1600, Sedan, Subaru 1600 Station Sedan and 4 wheel Drive, Subaru 1800 Automatic Transmission, Toyota Cressida, Triumph 2000, Triumph 2500, Valiant VJ VK CL CM VW For more details on models covered Phone 08 8298 5548 or email beven@bevenyoung.com.au S/H FRONT COVER MISSING OTHER WISE IN GOOD CONDITION $34.95

RENAULT 8 and 10 1962 thru 1972 ALL MODELS OWNERS WORKSHOP MANUAL: A Haynes Automotive Repair Manual Book No HA 079 ONE COPY S/H GOOD CONDITION $34.95
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RENAULT 12 1975-1976 SERVICE AND REPAIR MANUAL A Gregory Service Manual The manuals are written by automotive engineers and aimed at the practically minded car owner who wishes to maintain his or her vehicle in a safe, reliable condition and, at the same time, reduce running and maintenance costs. From a simple adjustment right through to a complex overhaul, Gregory's show the way. A Gregory's Manual will bring within the scope of most readers numerous tasks on the vehicle which can be tackled with confidence. The cost of this manual may well be recovered on the first occasion it is put to use and the personal satisfaction of a job well done is the inevitable Hard bound No GR 32 S/H GOOD CONDITION ONE COPY $29.95

RENAULT 18 PETROL (79 - 86) a Haynes Repair Manual Saloon and Estate, including special/limited editions, Deauville and Turbo, 79 - 86. 1.4 litre (1397cc), 1.6 litre (1565cc and 1647cc) and 2.0 litre (1995cc) Does NOT cover Diesel models Book No: HA0598 ISBN: 9781850102816 SPECIAL PRICE ONE COPY RRP $62.00 NOW $40.00

ROVER 3500 SD1 1976-1982 REPAIR MANUAL Published by BL cars Includes Australian Supplement AKM3616A.. FRONT COVER SLIGHTLY" DOG EARED" RRP $89.00 NOW $69.95 [3]

THE SCIENCE OF SPEED: HI-TECH WORLD OF FORMULA 1 by David Tremayne Explaining the technical changes imposed in Formula 1 since Alain Prost won the 1993 World Championship in a Williams car boasting a plethora of driver aids, this book presents the intricacies of Grand Prix car design, and the endless battle for race-winning innovation. It uses the start-up of the Stewart Grand Prix as an example of why Formula 1 costs so much today, and covers the design process, wind tunnels and structural integrity. Other topics covered in this book are: driver and circuit safety, following Ayrton Senna's fatal crash; electronics in telemetry - how the spy in the cockpit works; innovations such as Ferrari's carbon fibre gearbox casing; why teams returned to springs and rollbar suspensions in place of the electronically-controlled active systems; and regulations and the FIA's mandatory crash tests. Publisher: Motorbooks Intl (Published 1994 Soft cover 278 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0879388854 ISBN-13: 978-0879388850 SHOP SOILED $14.95 [3]


SHELBY AMERICAN PERFORMANCE EQUIPMENT PARTS CATALOG. A reprint of the original Shelby Cobra, Mustang & Tiger Parts Catalog. WAS $27.50 NOW $19.95 [3]

SHORT TRACK CHASSIS SET UP by Duke Southard. (Southard's School of Racing) A well-written manual on all aspects of setting up a sedan for speedway. Published 1989. Spring Bound 128 pages illustrated. ONE COPY $55.00
SINGER GAZELLE PARTS CATALOGUE: A Rootes Group Publication FROM CHASSIS No a7600001 ONWARDS © September 1956 S/H GOOD CONDITION ONE COPY $40.00 [4]

SINGER GAZELLE WORKSHOP MANUAL A Rootes Group Publication © 1956 S/H GOOD CONDITION ONE COPY $40.00 [4]

SKODA OCTAVIA SALES BROCHURE Issued by Motokov Date Unknown Good Condition $24.95

SMALL BLOCK CHEVY PERFORMANCE - VOL 1 1955 – 1981 by John Baechtel The best engine book available for the Chevy lover . This volume covers the first thirty groundbreaking years of small block performance. Each chapter is loaded with in-depth technology about original blocks, head selection and prep, ignitions, Garbs, manifolds, cams, valve trains and more. If you want to make your small block perform, this excellent Cartech book is for you. It includes parts lists and special engine builds. S-A Design 1994 Softbound 128 pages : well illustrated 27.4 x 21 x 1.2 cm ISBN Number: 0931472075 / 9780931472077 Availability: In Stock ONECOPY NOS $45.00

SMALL BLOCK CHEVY PERFORMANCE - VOL 2 1982 AND LATER by John Baechtel Continuousthe small block legacy with a complete update of small block performance specs, tips and hardware for 1982 and later engines. It includes information about electronic fuel injection, late model heads, blocks, cranks, ignitions and all the rest. All the latest factory and aftermarket parts are covered in this second great book. Includes 700 HP engine builds and a complete parts list This volume covers the first thirty small block groundbreaking years of small block performance. Each chapter is loaded with in-depth technology about original blocks, head selection and prep, ignitions, Garbs, manifolds, cams, valve trains and more. If you want to make your small block perform, this excellent Cartech book is for you. S-A Design 1994 Softbound 128 pages well illustrated with 400 illustrations 27.4 x 21 x 1.2 cm ISBN Number: 0931472148 / 9780931472145 In Stock NOS $32.95

SPARK PLUGS Bosch Technical Instructions Spark-ignition engine, requirements, construction, heat range, operating behavior, types of spark plugs, in-practice hints. spark-plug faces Each Technical Instruction Manual is aimed at the reader who wants information on a particular area of automotive technology, and contains complete articles on the area concerned. Softbound 1987722155 NOS SPECIAL PRICE $20.00

SPECIFICATION BOOK FOR U.S. CARS, -1929: by G. Marshall Naul A Complete Guide to the Passenger Automobiles of the Decade Well-researched and authoritative, book is a valuable guide to the most important features of the more than 400 makes of American passenger cars produced during this exciting period. It allows enthusiasts of this era in automotive history to rapidly research and discover the most vital information about these cars. The presentation of these specifications, in one comprehensive volume, makes it easy to follow changes over a number of years or to make comparisons between different marques. The ten years, which are covered in this book, were difficult for many manufacturers; often those makes that made a start in the expansive early twenties perished within a few years. But it was a significant decade in the development of the automotive industry and the evolution of the passenger car engineer Publisher: Motorbooks Intl Published June 1978 Soft cover 324 pages ISBN-10: 0879380462 ISBN-13: 978-0879380465 NOS $19.95 [3]

SPORTING VOLKSWAGENS by Laurence Meredith The story of the Beetle and Type 3 Volkswagens and their sporting pedigree with chapters on rallying, rally cross, autocross and classic reliability trials. Additional chapters cover the US sporting scene with special reference to Beetle drag racing. The Beetle enthusiast should find much useful information on mechanical specifications and guidance on race preparation. The final chapter deals with buying, restoring and preparing a Beetle for competition purposes in the UK. Publisher Brewin, 1994 Soft cover 161 pages illustrated ISBN 1858580277, 9781858580272 NOS SLIGHTLY SHOP SOILED WAS $43.95 NOW $32.95
SPO'LIGHT ON FORD FALCON: THE 1960S by John Wright The Guide For Owners Buyers and Enthusiasts. From XK to XToinc Fairlane ZA - XD 1960-1969 With Road Tests from "Motor" A brief history and guide to the Falcons of the first decade they were built in Australia from the original XK model to the bigger XR and XT and including the first Aussie built Fairlanes, ZA to ZD models. Includes contemporary road test reports and a description of the 1968 London-Sydney Rally in which Falcon XT GT's won the team prize. Marque Publishing Company; 1994 Hard Bound 128 pages Illustrated26 x 18 x 1 cm ISBN Number: 0947079491 / 9780947079499 NOS ONE In Stock Front Cover Slightly Damaged WAS $A34.95 now $A29.95

STANDARD CATALOGUE OF IMPORTED CARS 1946-1990 by James M. Flammang Techs & specs", original factory prices, production and serial numbers, and engine/chassis codes are noted by model, thus helping you determine authenticity accuracy. Historical, technical and pricing information are combined from hundreds of sources. James Flammang values each model according to the popular 1-6 grading system invented by Old Cars magazine. Publisher: Motorbooks Intl; 1992 Soft Cover Product Dimensions: 11 x 8.4 x 1.6 inches 704 pages Over 1200 photos, ISBN -10: 0873411587 ISBN -13: 978-0873411585 FRONT COVER SLIGHTLY MARKED WAS $54.95 NOW $37.50

STANDARD CATALOGUE OF FERRARI 1947 - 2003 by Mike Covello The first book of its kind to showcase every Ferrari road car since 1947, complete with technical specs, options and production numbers, all in full colour. This reference work sorts out the various engine families from the original 4-cylinders through the quintessential V-12s, plus model naming and numbering, special models and unique features. Includes an exclusive 6-condition U.S. price guide from the editors of OldCars Price Guide. Publisher: Krause Publications Published 2003 Soft cover 224 pages Product Dimensions 27.4 x 20.8 x 1 cm 200+ full colour photos ISBN-10: 0873494970 ISBN-13: 978-0873494977 NOS $45.00

STARTING SYSTEMS Bosch Technical Instructions. Working principle of IC engines, starting conditions, passenger-car and commercial-vehicle starting systems, basic construction, starting motor types, starting system components Each Technical Instruction Manual is aimed at the reader who wants information on a particular area of automotive technology, and contains complete articles on the area concerned. Published 1984 Soft cover 36 pages, diagrams ISBN 1987722170 SPECIAL PRICE $20.00


SUBARU IMPREZA by Brian Long Researched and written in Japan, here is the definitive history of the Impreza including Japanese homemarket models and all those sold in major export markets like the USA and UK. An invaluable guide to originality or checking out a grey import, the research material for this book included every Japanese brochure and press release, be it issued by FHI or ST. Round-by-round coverage of the WRC challenge is included. Publisher: Veloce Publishing (August 2003) Hardcover: 192 pages ISBN-10: 1903706262 ISBN-13: 978-1903706268 Product Dimensions: 26 x 21 x 1.78 cm Shipping Weight: 1134 grams pounds NOS $69.95

BEVEN D YOUNG’s
Sale Books, "One Off's" and Specials
LIMITED STOCK
SUMMIT; THE STORY OF THE AUSTRALIAN CAR: by Dennis Harrison. GM-H were not the first to make the claim "Australia's Own Car", nor were they the first to produce a mass produce Australian Car. Several attempts were made in the 1920’s and The Summit built in Sydney between 1923 and 1926 was one such attempt. Soft bound 52 pages, illustrated. 

SHOP SOILED WAS $10.95 NOW $5.95

SUPER POWER; A DO IT YOUR SELF GUIDE TO - TURBO CHARGING, SUPERCHARGING AND NITROUS OXIDE: by Larry Schrieb. Includes extensive chapters on turbocharging, supercharging, and nitrous oxide injection. It provides the do-it-yourself mechanic with hundreds of practical tips developed by professional racers and fabricators. SA Design Published: 1991 Soft cover 128 pages 21 x 27 cm Technical diagrams & illustrations ISBN: 0931472024 Book No CT-SA024 $44.95

SUPERTUNING AND MODIFYING CHARTER CARBURETORS: PERFORMANCE, STREET AND OFF-ROAD APPLICATIONS by Dave Emanuel is the only authoritative source of information on tuning, modifying, and rebuilding Carter 4-barrel performance carburetors.. Hundreds of photos and drawings illustrate basic functioning and performance characteristics of the Carter Thermo-Quad, AVS AFB, and WCFB carburetors. Includes rebuilding tips. Publisher: SA Design 1988 Product Dimensions: 27.2 x 21.3 x 0.8 cm Soft cover 112 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0931472113 ISBN-13: 978-0931472114 $45.00

STANDARD VANGUARD (1951) INSTRUCTION BOOK: Published by the Standard Motor Company S/H GOOD CONDITION ONLY ONE COPY $32.95 [1]

THOROUGHBRED & CLASSIC CARS GUIDE TO ENGINE RESTORATION This book contains the following chapters: Engine development from 1886 to the present, Choosing the car, Tools and parts, Removing the engine, Side-valve and overhead-valve pushrod engines, Overhead camshaft engines, plus 2 appendices. Published Temple Press, 1985 80 Pages illustrated ISBN: 060035119X $34.95


TOYOTA 2M & M ENGINE REPAIR MANUAL: Published by Toyota Motor Sales. ONE COPY S/H COVER GREASY $27.95 [1]


TOYOTA 12R ENGINE REPAIR MANUAL issued by Toyota Motor Sales Company This manual describes the repair procedures for the 12R model engine equipped on TOYOTA CORONA, TOYOTA HI-ACE, TOYOTA HI-LUX and TOYOTA TOYO-ACE. © 1976 GOOD CONDITION S/H $30.00 [3]

SPECIAL PRICE $44.95 [3]


TOYOTA CORONA 1964 to 1970 WORKSHOP MANUAL: Issued by Scientific Publications 2R 1500 & 1600 engine Book No 83 ONE COPY/H GOOD CONDITION $27.95


TOYOTA CROWN OWNERS HAND BOOK: Published by Toyota Motor Company MS 55, MS50, MS53 Models S/H OIL STAINED COVER LOOSE ONE COPY $9.95

TOYOTA HI ACE CHASSIS & BODY REPAIR MANUAL: by Toyota Motor Corporation © 1st issue

December 1969 3rd issue April 1975 P/N 98027 S/H GOOD CONDITION ONE COPY $34.50 [4]


TRIUMPH TR250 HANDBOOK Issued by Standard Triumph Sales. S/H $13.95


TRIUMPH 2000 Mk1, TRIUMPH 2.5pi Mk1 1963-69 AUTOBOOKS OWNERS WORKSHOP MANUAL OWM 985 An expertly produced guide for servicing, overhaul and repairs. Ideal for the DIY enthusiasts, Hard bound 190 pages, well illustrated RRP $49.95

TRIUMPH TR4, 5, 6 (AUTOFOOLIO SERIES) by Michael Richards authoritative text with specially commission art and technical photos describe the popular sports cars Publisher: Haynes Published 1991 Hard cover 72 pages, Illustrated ISBN 0854298169 978-0854298167 $45.00
### Tuning and Maintenance of MG's

*by Philip Hubert Smith*

This is just the kind of information that is needed to keep a classic MG in fine fettle or to restore one to original condition. From the time of its first publication in 1952, this book has been a highly-respected and sought-after reference work for the Abingdon marque. It is hoped, twenty-six years later, it will still provide much enjoyment and practical help to all MG enthusiasts. Publisher: Haynes Manuals

Published 1978

Hard cover 180 pages, illustrated

ISBN: 0854290982

**$50.00**

**No Dust Jacket**

---

### The Unknown Iacocca

*by Peter Wyden*

Based on hundreds of interviews and reports both published and unpublished, this biography probes the personal and professional Iacocca William Morrow & Co; 1987

Hard bound 416 pages Illustrated

23.6 x 15.2 x 3.8 cm

ISBN Number: 068806616X / 9780688066161

In Stock One Copy

Good Condition **$32.95**

---

### V6 Performance Buick, Ford and Chevy 90 Deg/60 Deg

*by Pat Ganahl*

Building V6 Engines For Performance or Economy V-6 PERFORMANCE is an information-packed guide to building and modifying currently available V-6 engines. Based on the research of noted experts, this book is the only definitive performance study of most Chevrolet, Buick, and Ford V-6 engines. Also a section on the Capri V6 SA Design Published 1998

Soft cover 128 pages Packed with hundreds of detailed photos


ISBN13: 9780931472138 (0-931-47213-X)

Book No: CT-SA13X **$44.95**

---

### Vacuum Hose Layout & System Diagrams No 2 1991-96

*by Dave Chester*

A Boyces Auto data Publication Covering the following manufacturers: Ford, Holden, Hyundai, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Toyota, Passenger cars, 4WDs and light commercials Boyce. Softcover 30 x 21 cm Book No VH2 **$70.00**

---

### Valiant AP6, VC, VE, VF - V8 Engines Workshop Manual:

*A Scientific Publication With Specifications, Repair and Maintenance Data*

Book No 69 S/H GOOD CONDITION **$29.95**

---

### Vauxhall - Bedford Master Parts Catalog

Issued by Vauxhall Motor Ltd. (UK) ©

---

### Vauxhall Models H & I 10 & 12 HP Service Repair Manual

Issued by Vauxhall Motor Company © May 1949

ONE COPY S/H **$29.95**

---

### Vauxhall Model J 14 HP With 1948 Supplements Service Repair Manual

Issued by Vauxhall Motor Company © 1939

ONE COPY S/H **$29.95**

---

### Vauxhall Cresta and Velox Service Training Manual

Issued by Vauxhall Motor Ltd. (UK) ©1961

Transmission, Propeller Shaft, Rear Axle. S/H FRONT COVER MISSING **ONE COPY $34.95**

---

### Vauxhall; The Post War Models:

*by Trevor Adler*

The first comprehensive guide to the postwar products of Britain's General Motors subsidiary (Charts the development of the model range from 1945 to the latest models including the fabulous Lotus Carlton and Calibra (Profusely illustrated in monochrome and Appendices and Tables illustrating Technical Specifications, Milestones in Vauxhall History, Engine Data, Production Numbers, etc. Published 1991.

Hard bound, 189 pages, well illustrated. ISBN 0-85429-746-4

WAS $65.95 NOW **$34.95**

---

### Vauxhall Series PA (Cresta 1957-1962) Service Training Manual

Issued by Vauxhall Motor Ltd. (UK) ©1958

Transmission, Propeller Shaft, Rear Axle. S/H FRONT COVER MISSING **ONE COPY $34.95**

---

### Vauxhall Velo X Owner Manual

Issued by Vauxhall Motor Company © July 1948

ONE COPY S/H BACK COVER SLIGHTLY TORN **$29.95**

---

### Vauxhall Wyvern Instruction Book

By GMH Ltd © August 1947

ONE COPY S/H COVER SLIGHTLY TORN OTHER WISE IN GOOD CONDITION **$22.95**
VEHICLE FINE FINISHING by Peter Child
Practical and systematic advice and information to those involved in the refinish industry. Chapters are devoted to equipment as well as to the various paint and powder coatings; preparation; application; finish; metallics; and polish Will be an invaluable work aid to all paint shop sprayers, foremen, managers and executives involved in the repair and refinishing of motor vehicles, as well as to refinish paint distributors.


VAUXHALL VIVA HA ENGINE & CLUTCH SERVICE TRAINING MANUAL Issued by Vauxhall Motors LTD Luton S/H $29.95 [1]


VOLKSWAGEN BEEFE: AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY by N. Reichert Publisher: GT Foulis & Co Ltd; Published 1987 Hardcover: 151 pages illustrated Product Dimensions: 27.3 x 23.5 x 1.9 cm ISBN-10: 0854295917 ISBN-13: 978-0854295913 NOS WAS $50.00 NOW $35.00

VOLKSWAGEN POWER AND STYLE by Ian Kuah A detailed history and development of the VW cars, in particularly the GTIs from the mid-70s. Comprehensive references and photos to identify and differentiate between the different models. Information from the concept to production cars ingrains a rich sense of identity for each model.

VOLKSWAGEN OF THE WORLD by Simon Glen Comprehensive worldwide guide to all the Volkswagens not built in Germany, and the unusual ones that were. Over 650 original photographs showing Volkswagens of the world in real world situations from African deserts to South American cities. Corrects the major errors previously published regarding overseas-made Volkswagens. A must for all VW enthusiasts.
Publisher: Veloce 2003 soft bound 176 pages 650 illustrations ISBN 1903706939 / 9781903706930 NOS SLIGHTLY SHOP SOILED WAS $39.95 NOW $28.50


VOLKSWAGEN 40HP (1192cc) WORKSHOP MANUAL by Scientific Publications © April 1963 From Engine No 5, 000.001 S/H $29.95 [1]


VOLKSWAGEN 1600 ALL MODELS WORKSHOP MANUAL by Intereurope © January 1971 Book No 139 S/H $29.95 [5]
VW 1960 PASSENGER CARS WORKSHOP MANUAL Issued by Volksagenwerk GMBH Wolfsburg Types 11, 14 and 15 S/H GOOD CONDITION ONE COPY $69.95 [5]

VW BEETLE CABRIOLET by Malcolm Bobbitt Check out this international classic, the VW Beetle Cabriolet convertible, powered by the VW flat-four engine and built by Karmann-Ghia. The story of this sought-after collector is fascinating! Altogether, over 330,000 Volkswagen Beetle Cabriolets were built between 1948 and 1980, and the quality of their engineering has ensured a high survival rate. An essential guide to all Beetle-based Cabriolets. Publisher: Veloce Publishing 2002 Product Dimensions: 26.4 x 20.6 x 1.4 cm Hard Cover 112 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 1903706068 ISBN-13: 978-1903706060 $45.00


THE VW BEETLE: A PRODUCTION HISTORY OF THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS CAR, 1936-1967 by Ryan Lee Price An intriguing history of the world's bestselling car. The world's most popular car, Volkswagen—or "the People's Car"—has earned its place in history. The VW Beetle chronicles the development and rise to worldwide popularity of the famed "punch-buggy, " invented in Germany in the 1930s. This peculiar history includes the making of all models, engines, and body styles through 1967—and the key people responsible for its development. Publisher: HP Books (Nov 2003) Soft cover Product Dimensions: 27.8 x 21.6 x 0.9 cm 192 pages well illustrated ISBN-10: 1557884218 ISBN-13: 978-1557884213 NOS $45.00

VW CHRONICLE by Graham Robson and TheAuto Editors Of Consumer Guide From its birth in a troubled Germany, to its conquest of merica in the 1960s, to its recent struggles and triumphs. Volkswagen has never been just another car company. This is the dramatic story of the Beetle, Karmann-Ghia, Microbus, Rabbit. Scirocco, Jetta, and many more. all brought to life in lively text and hundreds exciting rare and colorful photographs! Publications International 1996 Hard Cover 144 pages hundreds exciting rare and colorful photographs 25.1 x 24.6 x 1.5 cm ISBN: 0785315993 / 9780785315995 IN STOCK ONE COPY NOS Couple of Slight marks on Cover $49.95

VW KARMANN GHIA by Malcolm Bobbitt The full and fascinating story of the most stylish of all Volkswagens. The VW Karmann Ghia Coupe, Karmann Ghia Cabriolet and the Beetle Cabriolet are covered from development in the 1940s to the endof production in 1980. Highlights include production and restoration history and living with a Karmann Ghia. Includes coverage of clubs, specialists and appendices packed with detailed Karmann Ghia information. Publisher: Veloce 1995 Hardcover: Product Dimensions: 26 x 22.2 x 1.9 cm 160 pages well illustrated ISBN-10: 1874105545 ISBN-13: 978-1874105541 NOS DUST JACKET SLIGHTLY GRUBBY WAS $55.00 NOW $39.95

VW NEW BEETLE PERFORMANCE HANDBOOK by Keith Seume Before it even hit showroom floors in spring 1998, Volkswagen's New Beetle had do-it-yourself enthusiasts and potential buyers licking their chops for the opportunity to wrench every possible bit of horsepower and handling out of the dynamic, retro-looking package. The first comprehensive step-by-step, how-to performance handbook written specifically for owners of the New Beetle offers advice for upgrading engines, transmissions, suspension, and brakes, from inexpensive aftermarket tweaks to the ultimate street-performance parts and upgrades currently on the market. An authoritative text is accompanied by a wealth of explanatory photographs in both color and black-and-white. Publisher MotorBooks International, 2001 Soft Cover 128 pages well illustrated ISBN 0760309094, 9780760309094 NOS $44.95
VOLKSWAGEN TRANSPORTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL (OWNERS HAND BOOK) Issued by Volkswagenwerk AG Wolfsburg ©Nov 1963 S/H FRONT COVER TORN $19.95

WHEEL ALIGNMENT SPECIFICATIONS MANUAL No 9 1989 to 1999 A David Boyce Publication over 2001 models listed Passenger cars – Four Wheel Drives- Light Commercials – Diesels Soft Cover Spiral Bound ISBN 0909682666 SPECIAL PRICE $75.00

WHAT TO DO WHEN LEADED FUEL BECOMES EXTINCT by Timothy P. Banse How To Survive The New No-Lead Law Before the dreaded phase-out ruins your leaded-fuel engine, learn about: • Why lead-starved engines wear out sooner. • How to tell if your engine is knocking. • Octane boosters: Which ones work, which ones are nothing more than snake oil. • TEL replacement lubricants and how they work. • How water injection stops engine knock and reduces acid build-up in crankcase oil. • Rebuilding an engine to survive no-lead gasoline. • Alcohol detector kits for spotting watered down fuel. Publisher: Middle Coast Pub; 1989 Soft cover 71 pages illustrated # ISBN-10: 0934523207 # ISBN-13: 978-0934523202 # Product Dimensions: 19 x 13.3 x 1.3 cm NOS SLIGHTLY SHOP SOILED $21.95


WHEELS IN MOTION: By Gerald Perschbacher THE AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY’S FIRST CENTURY. Get a rare behind the sciences look at the giants of the auto industry and discover how their tinkering in 1896 gave rise to the birth of the American auto movement and how other build on those achievements brought the industry to 100 year anniversary celebration of 1996. Published 1996. Hard bound, 160 pages, well illustrated. ISBN 0-87341-453-5 $12.95 SALE PRICE LIMITED STOCK

WOLSELEY SIX-EIGHTY WORKSHOP MANUAL: by Scientific Magazines. © 1950 S/H COVER MISSING- SLIGHTLY TORN $29.95

WORKS WONDERS: RALLYING AND RACING WITH BMC, ROO TES AND CHRYSLER by Marcus Chambers, Covers BMC entries in racing and record breaking attempts. Not to be missed by any motoring enthusiast. Publisher MRP, Published 1995 Hard cover 288 pages illustrated ISBN 0947981942, 9780947981945 WAS $59.95 NOW $35.00

YOU AND YOUR AUDI TT: BUYING, ENJOYING, MAINTAINING, MODIFYING by Ian Shaw This all-colour book will fascinate all Audi TT owners and sports car enthusiasts in general. Publisher Haynes Published 2005 Hardcover: 160 pages well illustrated Product Dimensions: 27.2 x 20.8 x 1.8 cm ISBN-10: 1844251020 ISBN-13: 978-1844251025 Book No H4102 $49.95

ZEPHYR and ZODIAC SPARE PARTS LIST OWNERS EDITION 1958 issued by Ford Motor Company England S/H $24.95

HAVE A CREDIT CARDS PHONES ORDER WELCOMED

+61 OR (0) 8 8298 5548

MARINE

(KIEKHAEFER) MERCURY OUTBOARDS MASTER SERVICE MANUAL Issued by Kiekhaefer Corporation © 1967 S/H $69.95 [3]

OUTBOARD SERVICE MANUAL Volume 2 FIFTH EDITION Contains complete service literature for motors of 30 horsepower power and over produced under the following trade names: BUCCANEER CHRYSLER CORSAIR ELGIN FISHER PIERCE, GALE, HIAWATHA, MERCURY, OUTBOARD MARINE, SEA BEE, SEA KING, WEST BEND, WIZARD Publisher Abos Marin Published 1970, soft cover 258 pages illustrated S/H ONE COPY $35.00 [3]


MISC.


ALUMINIUM INGOTS AND CASTINGS Issued by The Aluminium Development Council Of Australia This edition of the Council's Casting Standard presents data on mechanical, chemical, physical and other properties of aluminium casting alloys in ingot form, and castings, in general use in Australia, and includes several new or modified alloys, together with general data on handling, storing, sampling and testing. Soft bound, 32 pages illustrated SHOP SOILED $25.95 NOW $9.95 [1]

BLUEPRINT READING BASICS By Warren Hammer Each chapter thoroughly covers one subject and contains an introduction, a detailed review of the subject, illustrations, review questions, and worksheets with short and specific questions. Many worksheets can be completed after studying one subject, meaning they can be reviewed before studying the entire chapter. Discussions of mathematics, engineering theories, drafting techniques and machine shop practices are kept to a minimum. All exercises can be used as teaching aids and have been classroom tested. Stresses practical concerns through questions designed to reinforce techniques of calculating dimensions. Written in a nontechnical and easy-to-understand manner. Published by Industrial Press Inc., 1989 ISBN 0831111860 SHOP SOILED WAS $52.95 NOW $24.95 [2]

BMC FOUR CYLINDER DIESEL ENGINE TYPE OEGA WORKSHOP MANUAL: Issued by BMC Corporation $34.95 [1]

BUILDING AND RACING RADIO CONTROL CARS AND MOTORCYCLES by George G. Siposs INSIDE YOU'LL FIND Introduction • Gas versus electric ...1/12 scale versus 1/8 scale • How radio control works 0 Chassis, gearing, brakes, axles, and suspension • Wheels and tires • Engines, carburetors, and fuels • Electric motors, controls, and batteries • AND MORE Kalmbach Publishing Co., U.S. Published April 1994 Soft Cover 80 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0890245568 ISBN-13: 978-0890245569 27.9 x 21 x 0.6 cm SHOP SOILED REASONABLE CONDITION WAS $9.95 NOW $6.95 [3]
CAD FOR MODEL ENGINEERS (Argus WPS No 19) by D A G Brown. In this book he seeks to strip away the mystique surrounding the subject by avoiding the jargon and providing practical advice on how to choose the right system and to make progress with it. Argus Workshop Practice Series No 29 Published: 1999 Soft cover 90 pages 15 x 21 cm Illustrated with black and white technical drawings ISBN 1-85486-189-1 Book No 61891 RRP $A19.95 SPECIAL PRICE $9.95

CAR COLOUR INDEX ISSUE ONE Issued by Dulux Australia LTD S/H $19.95 [2]

CASTING METAL PARTS by Harold Hoffman A small book on the procedures of casting metal parts in a home workshop Published 1990 Soft cover 24 pages, illustrated $10.95


THE COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE ABRASIVE BLASTING HANDBOOK by Stephen V Perrault. Within this handbook, you will find information on automotive-related abrasive blasting as well as on equipment and abrasives. Also covered are several related areas such as air compressors and safety. Photographs and charts accompany the text, along with a manufacturers' and vendors' listing and an extensive abrasive-blasting glossary. Read on, enjoy, and improve your abrasive-blasting skills. Self-Published 1988 Soft cover 84 pages illustrated COVER SLIGHTLY MARKED $25.00

THE CONSTRUCTION OF A SMALL JET HELICOPTER SPECIFICATIONS: Length of fuselage plus tail section: 715 ft.; height of fuselage: 5 ft. 2 ins.; rotor diameter: 22 to 26 ft.; empty weight: approx. 180 lbs.; gross weight: 500 lbs. or more; useful payload (including fuel): 320 lbs. or eon; engines (2): pressure jet, ramjet, pulsejet or turbojet, mounted on rotor tips; engine thrust: 20 to 40 lbs. each; fuel: propane, kerosene, diesel, alcohol or gasoline; fuel capacity: 5 (ultralight max.) to /S gallons plus; maximum speed (projected): 80 M.p.h.; maximum altitude (projected): 12,000 ft.; range: 25 (minimum) to 100 miles or more (depending on fuel capacity and engines used); method of assembling trams: by welding, bolting and/or riveting. by Helicraft Inc.P.O. Box 16488 Baltimore, ND 21217 16 pages $24.50


FREEHAND LETTERING by Dick Bird Richly illustrated with many demonstration photos, charts, alphabets and trade secrets. This carefully written book by a master craftsman with a lettering brush gives professional insight into the life of a lettering artist as well as guiding them through techniques, letter styles, brushes, paints, and supplies. Published 1984 Soft bound 64 Pages B & W. illustrations SHOP SOILED WAS $29.95 NOW $19.95 [2]


THE INDUCTION MOTOR: ITS APPLICATION and MAINTENANCE by Geo. H Brook Although this book makes its appearance in commemoration of our 60 years in business, it is intended to be useful as a work of reference for many years to come. Into its pages has been collected experience and information not normally available in text books which will help the user of electric motors to get the best possible service from his machines. This is supplementary to the service given by Brook Technical Engineers in all parts of the country and Brook Distributors throughout the world. Their advice is always available on problems not covered in this volume without obligation. We trust the book will prove a useful friend. Brook Motors 1964 Hard Bound 297 pages Many technical diagrams and some black & white photographs: 20.5 x 14 x 1.8 cm **Book Condition: 2nd Hand Dust Jacket Tatty**

Availability: **In Stock 1 COPY $27.50**

INDUSTRIAL RESIN PUTTYS by John A. Wills, DESCRIPTION: This book shows you how to make many separate kinds of resin putties and castings for a variety of “bodies” ranging from the human one to the space shuttle. Many formulas are given for microballoon mixes, tooling putties, steel shot castings, AND MORE. This is a do-it-yourself formulator’s shop manual. Soft bound 70 pages illustrated 20 x 28 ISBN: 0-9667133-1-1 WAS $29.95 NOW $19.95 [3]

INTERNATIONAL D-154 POWER UNIT OPERATOR’S MANUAL: Issued by International

---

Harvester OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, LUBRICATION © 1969 S/H ONE COPY GOOD CONDITION $27.50 [2]

KARTING AUSTRALIA VOL 3 VIDEO (PLAYING TIME APPROX 1 HOUR) during 2003 Geoff Milton Productions filmed a massive amount of karting races around Australia. This video represents the best races, interviews and reviews with on-board and outside footage combined and commentary added. From incredibly close racing from the Junior Sportsman Sprint class to unbelievable speed of 250 International Superkarts racing at Oran Park, **THIS VIDEO WILL BLOW YOUR MIND**


---

KARTING AUSTRALIA VOL 4 VIDEO (PLAYING TIME APPROX 1 HOUR) during 2003 Geoff Milton Productions filmed a massive amount of karting races around Australia. This video represents the best races, interviews and reviews with on-board and outside footage combined and commentary added. From incredibly close racing from the Junior Sportsman Sprint class to unbelievable speed of 250 International Superkarts racing at Oran Park, **THIS VIDEO WILL BLOW YOUR MIND**

LIL BERTHA ELECTRIC FURNACE by David J Ginery You can build this high performance electric furnace that runs at 1800 degrees Fahrenheit practically forever for very little money. And it's surprisingly easy and can melt aluminium and brass with electricity! You can dial up the heat you need on thermostat, put the metal in the crucible, and go ram up your moulds. Show you how to size the furnace to fit your needs, where to get and how to handle crucibles, make the electrical calculations, and more. SPECIAL PRICE $17.95

LYSAGHT REFEREE 23rd ED: by John Lysaght Australia LTD A small booklet with references materials, formulas, engineering conversions. ©1967. Soft cover 208 pages, illustrated. FRONT COVER DAMAGED ONE COPY $19.95


MO LD DESIGN 1 by E P Allyn FOR PLASTIC INJECTION MOULDING This workbook is designed to give students, engineers, and/or apprentices of moldmaking/design success in a basic mold design project including the drafting of the related details, the design project is purposely for a single cavity molds only and material which is more advanced can be found in the bibliography, e.g., (multicavity, hot runners, multi-plate, screw and cam action molds, ETC.). Published 12/1988 Soft cover 21 x 28 cm 91 pages illustrated SLIGHTLY SHOP SOILED $21.95 [3]

ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF WATER POWER by Gilkes THE PURPOSE OF THIS HANDBOOK This handbook is intended to give engineers and others interested in water power a comprehensive idea of the range and type of water turbines we manufacture. In a restricted space it is impossible to describe fully all the sizes, designs and special features which are based upon our long experience of this work. Every water turbine is designed and manufactured to order for the conditions in which it has to work. We seldom produce two machines which are identical in all respects.


Perkins R6 Mark 2 Diesel Engines Handbook: Issued by Perkins. A division of ANI Australia. 2nd Hand GOOD CONDITION $20.00


Regulated Power Supplies by Irving M. Gottlieb This book is geared to the practical needs of engineers, technicians, and hobbyists involved in the design, testing, and implementation of regulated power supplies. Publisher: Tab Books; Published 1992 Soft cover 460 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0830625399 ISBN-13: 978-0830625390 NOS WAS $45.00 NOW $35.00 [1]

SMALL GAS ENGINE REPAIR by Paul Dempsey
Save on repair costs with this do-it-yourselfer's guide! Here's all the hands-on guidance you need to troubleshoot and repair virtually any type of small gas engine used in lawn and garden equipment, chain saws, generators, and motor bikes. Can show you how to fix it yourself with just a few simple tools. You'll also find coverage of: * Electrical systems * Carburetor and fuel systems * Cylinder heads, valves, and piston rings * Connecting rods, crankshafts, camshafts, bearing, and seals Publisher Tab books Published 1993 Soft Cover 230 pages Illustrated ISBN-10: 0830641424 ISBN-13: 978-0830641420 20.5 x 12.7 x 1.77 cm NOS FRONT COVER SHOP SOILED WAS $29.95 NOW $14.95

THE SOUNDS OF MOTOR RACING CD by Thierry Thompson. Pop in the disc, crank up the volume, and the hair on the back of your neck will stand on end! Twenty tracks capture F1 Indycar, Stock car, and GP motorcycle racing in crisp, digital stereo sound. Ferrari V. t2s at fall song, an Fl start, the thundering pack of stock cars on the high bank, chicanes, sweepers and the unleashing of over 1,000 horsepower! A must for your CD collection. 73 mm. 124814A $40.00

SPARK PLUGS; VOLUME 2: by A M Parker. The history of spark plugs told by reprinted advertisements. Also includes a history of ignition and vintage car & motorcycle KLG plug chart. S/C. Pub 1988.124 pages, illustrated.ISBN. 0-9590403-1-5 ONE COPY WAS $10.95 NOW $7.95

STEAM ENGINE GUIDE, by Prof P. S. Rose. This reprint of the Steam Engine Guide is a compilation of articles from the "Threshers' School of Modern Methods". It was written to be easy to understand, omitting useless difficult terminology and containing almost no mathematics! Chapters include: power of steam and types of boilers, types of engines, valve setting, caring for your engine, and more. This handy little book is great for anyone with an interest in steam engines, mechanics, or just likes to know the way things work. Softbound 119 pages illustrated SLIGHTLY SHOP SOILED $24.50


THE ULTRALIGHT KIT BOOK by Jack Lambie
Now, the luxury of flying is no longer limited to those who can afford high-priced private aircraft and expensive flying lessons. Ultralight flying requires no license and, with the advice and guidance provided by this excellent new guide, you can build your own low-cost ultralight ... and begin enjoying the excitement of ultralight flight for yourself! To help you choose the right kit for your needs, this extensive guide includes: • An up-to-date look at ultralight kits available for the homebuilder. • Practical guidance on ultralight aerodynamics. • Tips and techniques for saving time and preventing costly design and construction mistakes. • Detailed information on engines and propulsion. Publisher TAB BOOKS Inc. Published November 1984 Sift cover 233 pages illustrated * ISBN-10: 0830623698 * ISBN-13: 978-0830623693 NOS SHOP SOILED WAS $24.95 NOW $15.95
**BEVEN D YOUNG’s**
**Sale Books, "One Off's" and Specials**
**LIMITED STOCK**

**WELDING GUIDE LINES WITH AIRCRAFT SUPPLEMENTS** by William H Kielhorn, A most sought after and complete book on aircraft welding, Aviation Maintenance Pub 1978 Softbound 187 pages Illustrated 25.9 x 19.8 x 1 cm ISBN Number: 0891000763 / 9780891000761 NOS Shop Soiled In Stock ONE COPY - OUT OF PRINT: WAS $A39.95 NOW $A27.50

**WISCONSIN MODEL THD HEAVY DUTY AIR COOLED ENGINE INSTRUCTION BOOK AND PARTS LIST** Manufactured under licence by Norton Villiers Aus. S/H GOOD CONDITION $29.95 [5]

**WOODWORKER BASICS: HAND TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES** by Robert Wearing A new series of practical books on the craft and techniques of woodworking. A thorough understanding of the vast range of woodworking hand tools and the techniques required to use them is crucial to achieving skills in fine woodworking. This book introduces every commonly used hand tool, and many not so common, explaining its applications, sharpening, care and maintenance. All types of saws, planes, chisels, screwdrivers, marking and measuring tools, hammers, cramps, scrapers and abrasives are covered. For the enthusiastic but comparatively inexperienced woodworker, the book gives not only a clear and concise account of the hand tools and skills needed, but also conveys something of the fascination and feeling for tools that is the mark of a real commitment to the craft. Publisher: Special Interest Model Books 1988 Soft cover 112 pages Product Dimensions: 20.6 x 14.7 x 0.8 cm illustrated ISBN -10: 0852429541 ISBN-13: 978-0852429549 WAS $11.95 NOW $6.95

**MOTORCYCLE**

**1941 ACCESSORY CATALOG** Published by Antique Cycle Supplies 72 pages well illustrated $23.95

**ABC 1920 SALES BROCHURE:** Reprint 32 pages 21 illustrations ONE COPY COVER SLIGHTLY DAMAGES WAS $11.95 NOW $7.95

**A BITON THE SIDE: THE STORY OF BRITAIN'S WORLD CHAMPION SIDECAR ACE, STEVE WEBSTER** by Jan Havard Its an fascination story of the rocky road road from obscurity to stardom, an inspiration to all budding young riders keen to get out there and do it themselves, and to the true grit and enormous talent which took a British sportsman to the World Championship four times in five years and gave him the determination to try again for a fifth time. Publisher: Menoshire (15 Jun 1992)Hardcover: 208 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0947981167 ISBN-13: 978-0947981162 S/H FRONT COVER FADED $19.95

**A GUIDE TO MOTORCYCLE DRAG RACING** by Mike Nelson Includes Engine Rebuilding, Carburetors, Ignitions, Cylinder Heads, Nitrous Oxide, Riding Techniques Publisher: Atlantic Digital

---
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THE BIKER'S BIBLE: MOTOR CYCLE ENTHUSIAST'S DIRECTORY A guide to the variety of interests in motorcycling - where to buy machines and parts, clubs to join, the whole world of competition including the major events, publications, insurance schemes and other services. Publisher: Compendium Publishing. Published 1994 Hard cover 128 pages illustrated ISBN -10: 1872004490 ISBN-13: 978-1872004495 NOS FRONT COVER SLIGHTLY DAMAGED WAS $32.95 NOW $19.95


BMW: THE COMPLETE STORY (CROWOOD MOTOCYCLIC) by Bruce Preston This book tells the complete story of these consistently innovative and acclaimed machines, from the boxer twins of the Twenties to the futuristic K-series of the Eighties and Nineties. Detailed technical analysis of all the significant motorcycles combines with a full company history to provide a fascinating essential read for all BMW and general motorcycle enthusiasts Publisher: Crowood Pr Published May 1992 Hardcover: 160 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 1852233737 ISBN -13: 978 -1852233730 Product Dimensions: 236 x 170 x 17 mm ONE COPY NOS. COVER SLIGHTLY MARKET WAS $44.95 NOW $29.95


BSA TWINS A50 & A65 GOLD PORTFOLIO A Brooklands Road test Book 48 articles including 33 road test reports. Includes touring specifications, and engine rebuild. Covers Royal Star, Rocket, Cyclone Lightning, Cyclone, Thunderbolt Spitfire, Special II, III, Hornet. Brooklands Gold Portfolio Soft cover 21 x 27 cm. 172 pages 300+ illustrations and diagrams


BSA A7 500 CC. OHV TWIN, A7 500 CC. OHV SHOOTING STAR, A10 650 CC. OHV, GOLDEN FLASH, A10 650 CC. OHV ROAD ROCKET ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTION BOOK A Bruce Main Smith Photocopy of the Original Factory Publication. This BMS photocopy of the factory handbook supplied with a new machine is undated but covers all pre-unit 500 & 650 twins, both plunger and swingingarm, of all primary chain, & gearbox types and also plain & full width hubs. Monobloc and pre-Monobloc carburetters are dealt with and wiring diagrams are included, $16.95

BSA MOTOR BICYCLES: CATALOGUE OF REPLACEMENT PARTS, 1925 and 1926: Reprint of the official BSA parts manual Soft cover 21 X 28 cm FRONT COVER MARKED BY PRICE STICKER ONE COPY $27.50

1934 BSA MOTORCYCLE INSTRUCTION BOOK: Reprint Models covered 1.49hp OHV,2.49hp SV, 2.49hp OHV, Small format, 38 pages, illustrated $11.95


BSA 1938 INSTRUCTION BOOK: 4.98hp OHV Twin, 7.48hp OHV Twin, 8.96hp SV Twin Reprint 56 pages, 21 illustrations ONE COPY $11.95

BSA C 10 250cc SV and C 11 250cc OHV RIDERS INSTRUCTION BOOK 53 pages, 24 illustrations Small format. ONE COPY REPRINT WAS $11.95 NOW $9.95
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BSA ROCKET 3 & TRIUMPH TRIDENT 1968 to 1973 MONOGRAPH No 18. by Roy Bacon

BURMAN GEAR BOXES. MODELS "BA" and "BAR" PRICE LIST OF SPARE PARTS A Bruce Main Smith Photocopy Burman & Sons Limited. WAS $7.65 NOW $4.95


CLASSIC MOTORCYCLES by Gary Johnstone. Celebrates the cult and culture of motorcycling. Publisher: Channel Four Books Published 1994 Hardcover 144 pages almost 100 illustrations - including coloured plates - a splendid study. ISBN 0879388374 978-0879388379 $44.95 [3]

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF MOTOCROSS by Frank Melling. Few books live up to their title more than this one. With some 75,000 words backed up by over 190 monochrome photographs and a lavish colour section, this really is THE Complete Book of Motocross. There is no aspect of the sport which the author does not cover in depth. Riding techniques, physical fitness and bike preparation but there is also inside knowledge on how to get sponsored, how to build a trailer and even tips on how to cope with the bumps and bruises which are all a part of this tough and demanding sport. Haynes. Published 1986 Hardbound, 207 pages, illustrated. ISBN 0854294732 $49.95


CYCLE WORLD ON HARLEY DAVIDSON 1981-1986 This book of articles from Cycle World will be of value to potential buyers & present owners. Included are road & comparison tests, new model intros & road impressions. Models covered: R80GS, R100CS, R100RSE, R65LS, R80ST, K100RS, K100RT, K80RT, K75C & K75S. 180 illus. 80 pages. SB. SKU: A-BM81 ISBN: 9781869826567 SPECIAL PRICE $14.95

CYCLE WORLD ON HARLEY DAVIDSON 1981-1986 This book of articles from Cycle World will be of value to potential buyers & present owners. Included are road & comparison tests, new model intros & road impressions. Models covered: R80GS, R100CS, R100RSE, R65LS, R80ST, K100RS, K100RT, K80RT, K75C & K75S. 180 illus. 80 pages. SB. SKU: A-BM81 ISBN: 9781869826567 SPECIAL PRICE $14.95


**CYCLE WORLD ON HONDA 1968-1971** This book of articles from Cycle World will be of value to potential buyers & present owners. Included are road tests, new model intros & road impressions. Models covered: SL & CL with 90, 100, 125, 175, 350 Motosport & Scrambler, CB 175, 450, 500, 750, CT70, Z50A, PM450 & 750 Four. 180 illus. 80 pages. SB. SKU: A-HO68 ISBN: 9781869826680 SPECIAL PRICE $14.95


CYCLE WORLD ON SUZUKI OFF ROAD BIKES 1971-1976

CYCLE WORLD ON SUZUKI STREET BIKES 1971-1976

CYCLE WORLD ON TRIUMPH 1962-1967

CYCLE WORLD ON YAMAHA 1962-1969
This book of articles from Cycle World will be of value to potential buyers & present owners. Included are road tests, new model intros & road impressions. Models covered: YD3, YDS2, 3C Big Bear, 6C, YL1, YR2, DT1, Trailmaster, L5T, TD1, RD56, YM1, YR1 & Ascot. 180 illus. 80 pages. SB. SKU: A-Y62 ISBN: 9781869826932 SPECIAL PRICE $14.95

CZ 125C & 150C TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION AND HINTS FOR CORRECT OPERATION OF MOTORCYCLE (With Telescopic Rear Forks): Reprint. Small format, 52 pages, illustrated. ONE COPY Front cover torn WAS $11.95 NOW $8.95

DOUGLAS MOTORCYCLES EW MODEL OWNERS MANUAL: Reprint. Running instructions Small format 24 pages, 23 illustrations. $11.95

DUCATI FROM CLIP ON ENGINE TO THE 916
by Mick Walker Ducati's most popular motorcycles, from the '50s through the current crop of best-selling V-twins and the A88 Superbike. Osprey Colour Classics Published: Published 1995 - 1997 Soft cover 128 pages, well illustrated with colour photos ISBN 1855326736 ONE COPY $24.95

DUCATI SD 900 SPORT DESMO DARMAN PARTS CATALOGUE A BMS Photocopy $29.95


DUCATI SUPER SPORT (Haynes Great Bikes) by Ign. Massimo Bordi (Foreword), Ian Falloon (Author) The modern Superbike era began in the 1970s, and was long dominated by Italian marques, particularly Ducati's 750 and 900 Super Sport. Since then, Ducati has produced a long series of sporting bikes, several of them among the most desirable motorcycles ever built. In this new all-color history, with the endorsement of Ducati General Manager Ing. Massimo Bordi, Ian Falloon chronicles the evolution of these exciting motorcycles, from the birth of the 750 GT in 1970, through the Super Sports and Mike Hailwood Replicas, and right up to the marque's latest air-cooled, fuel-injected models. Includes full production figures and engine and frame numbers. Publisher: Haynes Manuals 2000 Hardcover: 168 pages well illustrated Product Dimensions: 26.7 x 20.2 x 1.9 cm ISBN-10: 1859606725 ISBN-13: 978-1859606728 NOS - ONE COPY $49.95
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FAST FREDDIE: by Nick Harris & Peter Clifford
Freddie Spencer is a motorcycle-racing phenomenon. The first rider in history to take both 250 and 500cc World Championship titles in one season Nick Harris traces Spencer's career from a 6-years-old rider of minibikes to the day he completed the classic 'double' before his 24th birthday. He provides a rare insight into Fast Freddie's normally shy personality, his strict but supportive family background, and the talents and determination that have taken him to the top. Published 1986, Hard bound, 142 pages, illustrated. ISBN 0-947991-08-X WAS $45.00 DUST JACKET SLIGHTLY RIPPED NOW $32.95

FN FOUR CYLINDER MOTOR CYCLE TYPE 700 SALES BROCHURE A Fabrique Nationale d'Armes de Guerre Publication (reprint) ONE COPY SLIGHTLY SHOP SOILED WAS $17.95 NOW $12.95


GEOFF DUKE: IN PURSUIT OF PERFECTION by Geoff Duke In the 1950s, Geoff Duke was the greatest amongst equals in the world of motorcycle racing, riding to six world championship victories. In his own words, Duke now tells the enthralling story of the machines, the teams and the triumphs. Publisher: Osprey Publishing (UK) Published 1998 Hardcover: 196 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0850458382 ISBN-13: 978-0850458381 ONE COPY NOS $59.95


HARLEY DAVIDSON INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR 74 and 80 TWIN MODELS: reprinted for the original HD manual SHOP SOILED WAS $11.95 NOW $8.95

HARLEY DAVIDSON 1340cc EVOLUTION V TWINS 1984-186 A Clymer Motorcycle Workshop Manual SERVICE - REPAIR - MAINTENANCE This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. Hundreds of photos and drawings guide you through every step. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right (CM426) 0892874309 $69.95


THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR COMPANY AN OFFICIAL EIGHTY-YEAR HISTORY (2nd ED) by David K. Wright captures the essence of the Harley-Davidson legend that's endured more than three quarters of a century. Author Wright spent over a year combing through archives and talking with employees, riders, dealers, racers and restorers. chapter-where you can almost feel the grit on your teeth. Published 1987 Hard cover 288 pages over 250 photographs 14 in colour ISBN: ISBN 0-87938-103-5 ONE COPY $54.95 [2]
### THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR COMPANY: A 100 YEAR HISTORY

*by David K. Wright* Updated with photos and complete information on the amazing new V Rod, straight talk about which models ran well and which models did not, and who the Harley-Davidson heroes really were.


### HARLEY-DAVIDSON 61 TWIN MODELS INSTRUCTIONS for RUNNING and ADJUSTMENT

Reprint slightly Marked 18 pages illustrated $18.95

### HARLEY-DAVIDSON 883 and 1100 EVOLUTION SPORTSTER BRANCH FLOWMETRICS:

*by Jerry Branch* Harley Davidson performance modifications and dyno tests. Small format 32 pages, illustrated $10.95

### HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1940-47 KNUCKLEHEAD AND 74/80 FLATHEAD SERVICE MANUAL

A reprinted Factory Manual Soft cover 164 pages, illustrated. $34.95

### HARLEY-DAVIDSON: A PICTORIAL CELEBRATION

*by Malcolm Birkitt* Published 1993 Softcover Illustrated ISBN 1-85532-241-2 / 1855322412 ONE COPY $44.95

### HARLEY RACERS: by Allan Girdler

Machines and Men from Flat Track, Hillclimb, Speedway, Motocross and Road Racing


### HARLEY-DAVIDSON SPORTSTER COLOR HISTORY

*by Allan Girdler & Ron Hussey.* The Sportster history is told in sequence, from the circumstances and models that preceded the XL through to the 12 Evo with its five speeds and belt drive. On the way, there are in-depth looks at the race-ready XLC that began the Superbike era, the radical Cafe Racer and super-sport Buell, and the price-buster XLX that taught the imports the value of the dollar.

**Publisher:** Motorbooks International 1995 Soft Cover 128 pages well illustrated Product Dimensions: 26.7 x 20.8 x 0.8 cm ISBN-10: 0760300674 ISBN-13: 978-0760300671 NOS ONE COPY $45.00

### HARLEY-DAVIDSON SPORTSTER PERFORMANCE HANDBOOK (Motorbooks Workshop)

*by Buzz Buzzelli* Improve your Sporty in every way! From bolting on a carb and pipe to building a 100-cubic-inch monster, this is your ticket to a faster, better handling Ironhead or Evolution Sportster. This complete guide has been fully updated to reflect the latest aftermarket parts and methods. Packed with expert advice on how to build up your engine for improved horsepower and greater reliability. New chapters cover Shovelhead Sportsters, Sportster stroker and big-bore kits, plus advice on how to set up your Sportster for racing.

**Publisher:** Motorbooks International; 2006 Soft Cover Product Dimensions: 26.7 x 20.8 x 1.5 cm 240 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0760323534 ISBN-13: 978-0760323533 $45.00

### HENDERSON 1918 "FOUR" SALES BROCHURE

Reprint. Soft cover ONE COPY FRONT SLIGHTLY MARKED WAS $17.05 NOW $14.95

### HONDA CONQUERORS OF THE TRACK (HARDCOVER)


### HONDA 100-350 cc 4 STROKE SINGLES 1970-1978

A Clymer Motorcycle Workshop Manual **SERVICE - REPAIR - MAINTENANCE** This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. Hundreds of photos and drawings guide you through every step. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right M315 (CM315) 0892871849 S/H GOOD CONDITION $29.95

### HONDA XL/XR 80, 100, 125, 185 & 200 2-VALVE MODELS (78 - 87)

HONDA EXPRESS 1977-1979 Clymer Motorcycle Repair Manual SERVICE - REPAIR MAINTENANCE This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. Hundreds of photos and drawings guide you through every step. ISBN 0892871946 CM314 $69.95

HONDA 400-450 TWINS 1978-1987 CB, CM, CMX MODELS A Clymer Motorcycle Workshop Manual SERVICE - REPAIR - MAINTENANCE This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. M334 (CM334) 0892872349 (RRP $69.95) SALE PRICE $39.95

HONDA CB250, 360, CL360 WORKSHOP MANUAL Produced by Cycleserv ISBN 909969450 © 1974 S/H SPINE SLIGHTLY TORN $19.95

HONDA CB650 FOURS 1979-1981 A Clymer Motorcycle Workshop Manual SERVICE - REPAIR - MAINTENANCE This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right M366 (CM366) 0-89287-343-3 (RRP $69.95) SALE PRICE $39.95

HONDA TXR250R/ATC250R 1985-87 FOURTRAX A Clymer Motorcycle Workshop Manual, SERVICE - REPAIR - MAINTENANCE This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right M348 (CM348) 0-89287-437-6 SPECIAL PRICE $49.95


HONDA GOLD WING (HAYNES GREAT BIKES) by Ian Falloon Initially meeting with some skepticism when launch Twenty-five years ago but the Honda's Gold Wing still stands unchallenged as a touring motorcycle par excellence. Publisher: J H Haynes & Co Ltd; Published 2001 Hard cover: 176 pages well illustrated ISBN-10: 1859606601 ISBN-13: 978-1859606605 Product Dimensions: 26.2 x 19.6 x 1.8 cm $55.00

HONDA'S V-FORCE: THEIR FOUR-STROKE V4S ON ROAD AND TRACK by Aaron Slight (Foreword), Julian Ryder Julian Ryder (Author) The fascinating story of the Honda RS and RVRacers along with the VFR streetbike. Detailed coverage includes the introduction of Honda's V-motor in 1982 and initial disappointments, the competition successes of Joey Dunlop, the launch of the VFR to world-wide acclaim and the legend of the Honda France pit crew, the NR500/750 and the myths of the oval-piston motor,. Contains detailed specs and competition results. Publisher: J H Haynes 1999 Hardcover: 160 pages well illustrated Product Dimensions: 26.7 x 20 x 1.5 cm ISBN-10: 1859604218 ISBN-13: 978-1859604212 NO S OUT OF PRINT ONE COPY $49.95

ULTIMATE V-TWIN ENGINE by Tim Remus Build The Right Engine For Your American Motorcycle This book is designed to help you choose the right parts - the ones that work together and meet your budget. Whether you're building a mild 80 cubic inch V'Twin on a budget or a 116 cubic inch monster motor, this book will help you Wolfgang Publications Published 1996 Soft cover 128 pages, illustrated ISBN10: 0964135841 ISBN13: 9780964135840 WAS $49.95 SHOP SOILED $35.00

HOW TO SET UP YOUR MOTORCYCLE WORKSHOP: DESIGNING, TOOLING, AND STOCKING by C.G. Masi Whether you plan only to keep your bike clean and in good repair or to become seriously involved with restoration, customization or even professional repair, This comprehensive book will help you set up your workshop to make the most of space available. It is chock full of useful ideas for organizing your space to let you work more effectively and do a better job. Included are helpful tips on which tools to buy and how to use them, which tools to keep with your bike, which tools you'll need in emergency situations, and much more. Whatever your need you'll find this book to be a valuable and money-saving aid. Publisher: Whitehorse Press Published 1996 Soft cover Product Dimensions: 26.4 x 21.1 x 0.8 cm 160 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 1884313043 ISBN-13: 978-1884313042 NOS FRONT COVER SLIGHTLY MARKED $38.50

THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF BMW MOTORCYCLES by Roy Bacon This is the BMW story, told in words and pictures, clearly showing the great progress made by this company from the early days till 1994 Publisher: Sunburst Books (30 Sep 1997) Hard bound. 22 x 28 cm 96 pgs., and 150 colour ill # ISBN-10: 1856481689 # ISBN-13: 978-1856481687 $21.95

THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF HONDA MOTORCYCLES by Roy Bacon Description: This is the Honda story, told in words and pictures, clearly showing the great progress made in the post-war years of Honda motorcycles. Hard bound. 8 3/4"x 11 1/4", 96 pgs., and 150 colour ill ISBN: 1856482340 $21.95

THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF SUZUKI MOTORCYCLES by Roy Bacon This is the BMW story, told in words and pictures, with extensive use of colour to enhance the tale clearly showing the great progress made over 4 decades Publisher: Sunburst Books (30 Sep 1997) Hard bound. 22 x 28 cm 96 pgs., and 150 colour ill # ISBN-10: 1856483657 / 1-85648-365-7 ISBN 13: 9781856483650 $21.95

FN FOUR CYLINDER MOTOR CYCLE TYPE 700 SALES BROCHURE A Fabrique Nationale d'Armes de Guerre Publication (reprint) ONE COPY SLIGHTLY SHOP SOILED WAS $17.95 NOW $12.95


GEOFF DUKE: IN PURSUIT OF PERFECTION by Geoff Duke In the 1950s, Geoff Duke was the greatest amongst equals in the world of motorcycle racing, riding to six world championship victories. In his own words, Duke now tells the enthralling story of the machines, the teams and the triumphs. Publisher: Osprey Publishing (UK) Published 1998 Hardcover: 196 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0850458382 ISBN-13: 978-0850458381 ONE COPY NOS $59.95

GILERA ROAD RACERS: FROM MILAN TO THE MOUNTAIN (OSPREY COLLECTOR'S LIBRARY) by Raymond Ainscoe Records in detail the history of one of motorcycle racing's most celebrated marques. The text is illustrated by over 100 photographs, many of which have never been published before. # Publisher: Osprey Pub Co (May 1987) Hardcover: 192 pages illustrated # ISBN-10: 0850456754 ISBN-13: 978-0850456752 ONE COPY NOS DUST JACKET SLIGHTLY TORN WAS $45.00 NOW $37.50

HARLEY DAVIDSON INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR 74 and 80 TWIN MODELS: reprinted for the original HD manual SHOP SOILED WAS $11.95 NOW $8.95

HARLEY DAVIDSON 1340cc EVOLUTION V TWINS 1984-186 A Clymer Motorcycle Workshop Manual SERVICE - REPAIR - MAINTENANCE This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. Hundreds of photos and drawings guide you through every step. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right M426 (CM426) 0892874309 $69.95

68 Somers Street North Brighton Sth Australia 5048 Phone +61 or (0) 8298 5548 or Mobile (0) 411 287 052 Email beven@bevenyoung.com.au 3/04/2011
THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR COMPANY: AN OFFICIAL EIGHTY-YEAR HISTORY (2nd ED) by David K. Wright. The largest chapter in this remarkable story is “Iron,” wherein Harley innovations and models from the 1903 single through 1987’s classics are individually profiled and illustrated. Some unique bikes are also observed in “Uniforms” and the exciting “Racing” chapter—where you can almost feel the grit on your teeth. Published 1987 Hard cover 288 pages, over 250 photographs, 14 in colour ISBN: ISBN 0-87938-103-5 ONE COPY $A54.95 [2]

THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR COMPANY: A 100 YEAR HISTORY by David K. Wright This is the mother of all Harley-Davidson histories, updated with photos and complete information on the amazing new V Rod, straight talk about which models ran well and which models did not, and who the Harley-Davidson heroes really were. Publisher: CarTech Inc; 4th Revised edition edition (1 Mar 2003) Hardcover: Product Dimensions: 23.8 x 23.1 x 2.3 cm 232 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 1884089593 ISBN-13: 978-1884089596 SLIGHTLY MARKED WAS $59.95 NOW $49.95

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 61 TWIN MODELS INSTRUCTIONS for RUNNING and ADJUSTMENT Reprint slightly Marked 18 pages illustrated $18.95

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 883 and 1100 EVOLUTION SPORTSTER BRANCH FLOWMETRICS: by Jerry Branch Harley Davidson performance modifications and dyno tests. Small format 32 pages, illustrated $10.95

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1340 EVOLUTION BRANCH FLOWMETRICS: by Jerry Branch Harley Davidson performance modifications and dyno tests. Small format 32 pages, illustrated SHOP SOILED WAS $10.95 NOW $7.95

HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTORCYCLES AND SIDECARS 1922 to 1926 MODELS EXCEPT OPPOSED TWINS A Harley Davidson Publication Issued August 1st 1925 Soft Cover 76 pages REPRINT $32.95

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1940-47 KNUCKLEHEAD AND 74/80 FLATHEAD SERVICE MANUAL: A reprinted Factory Manual Soft cover 164 pages, illustrated. $34.95


HENDERSON 1918 "FOUR" SALES BROCHURE reprint. Soft cover ONE COPY FRONT SLIGHTLY MARKED WAS $17.05 NOW $14.95


HONDA 100-350 cc 4 STROKE SINGLES 1970-1978 A Clymer Motorcycle Workshop Manual SERVICE - REPAIR - MAINTENANCE This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. Hundreds of photos and drawings guide you through every step. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right M315 (CM315) 0892871849 S/H GOOD CONDITION $29.95

HONDA XL/XR 80, 100, 125, 185 & 200 2-VALVE MODELS (78 - 87) A Haynes Motorcycle Workshop Manual Book No: HM566 ISBN: 9781850103479 S/H FRONT COVER SLIGHTLY TORN $29.95
**BEVEN D YOUNG’s**
**Sale Books, "One Off's" and Specials**
**LIMITED STOCK**

**HONDA EXPRESS 1977-1979**
Clymer Motorcycle Repair Manual
**SERVICE REPAIR**
MAINTENANCE
This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. Hundreds of photos and drawings guide you through every step. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right ISBN 0892871946 CM314
$69.95

**HONDA 400-450 TWINS 1978-1987**
CB, CM, CMX MODELS
A Clymer Motorcycle Workshop Manual
**SERVICE - REPAIR - MAINTENANCE**
This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. Hundreds of photos and drawings guide you through every step. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right ISBN 0892872349 (CM334)
**SALE PRICE $39.95**

**HONDA CB250, 360, CL360 WORKSHOP**
MANUAL
Produced by Cycleserv ISBN 9099969450
© 1974 S/H SPINE SLIGHTLY TORN
$19.95

**HONDA CB650 FOURS 1979-1981**
A Clymer Motorcycle Workshop Manual
**SERVICE - REPAIR - MAINTENANCE**
This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. Hundreds of photos and drawings guide you through every step. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right ISBN 089287343-3 (CM336)
**SALE PRICE $39.95**

**HONDA TXR250R/ATC250R 1985-87**
FOURTRAX
A Clymer Motorcycle Workshop Manual
**SERVICE - REPAIR - MAINTENANCE**
This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. Hundreds of photos and drawings guide you through every step. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right ISBN 089287-437-6
**SPECIAL PRICE $49.95**

**HONDA XL/XR 500/600/650 SINGLES 1979-1997**
WORKSHOP MANUAL
A Clymer Motorcycle Workshop Manual
**SERVICE - REPAIR - MAINTENANCE**
This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. Hundreds of photos and drawings guide you through every step. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right ISBN 0892877057 CM339
$69.95

**HONDA GOLD WING (HAYNES GREAT BIKES)**
by Ian Falloon
Gold Wings have an unrivalled following among Japanese marques, with more than 100,000 members of owners’ clubs worldwide. The Publisher: J H Haynes & Co Ltd; Published 2001
**$55.00**

**HONDA'S V-FORCE: THEIR FOUR-STROKE V4S ON ROAD AND TRACK**
by Aaron Slight
(Foreword), Julian Ryder (Author)
The fascinating story of the Honda RS and RVF racers along with the VFR streetbike. Detailed coverage includes the introduction of Honda’s V-motor in 1982 and initial disappointments, the competition successes of Joey Dunlop, the launch of the VFR to world-wide acclaim and the legend of the Honda France pit crew, the NR500/750 and the myths of the oval-piston motor, the launch of Superbike regulations and the introduction of the RC45. Contains detailed specs and competition results. Publisher: J H Haynes 1999
Hardcover: 160 pages well illustrated
Product Dimensions: 26.7 x 20 x 1.5 cm
NO S OUT OF PRINT ONE COPY $49.95

**ULTIMATE V-TWIN ENGINE**
by Tim Remus
Build The Right Engine For Your American Motorcycle
**WAS $49.95 SHOPSOILED $35.00**

---
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HOW TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR HARLEY-DAVIDSON by Timothy Remus the first-ever guide to customizing your motorcycle. Here are 160 pages and over 330 photos in colour and black and white with custom ideas, step-by-step how to methods, and recommendations on parts and equipment. Included are profiles and custom tips from master Harley builders and painters. Also included are hot parts from Custom Chrome, Drag Specialties, and many more to help you customize your Harley. Motorbooks International Published 1992 Soft cover 160 pages over 330 photos and illustrations ISBN-10: 0879386193 ISBN-13: 978-0879386191 $39.95

THE ILLUSTRATED HARLEY-DAVIDSON BUYER'S GUIDE by Allan Girdler All these questions and all those you haven't dared ask about Harlsys are now answered in the Illustrated Harley-Davidson Buyers Guide. H-D historian, writer, rider, restorer Allan Girdler has taken all the postwar Harley models, including the little two-cycle fiddlers from Italy, and has carefully selected them, reviewed them and generally sorted them out into identifiable groups offering advice on how to find, choose, buy and use your H-D. He also guesses at those which will create investment potential for the future using a five-star rating system. Motorbooks International Published 1987 Soft cover 158 pages ISBN-10: 0879382074 ISBN-13: 978-0879382070 FRONT COVER SLIGHTLY FADED WAS $32.95 NOW $26.95

THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF BMW MOTORCYCLES by Roy Bacon This is the BMW story, told in words and pictures, clearly showing the great progress made by this company from the early days till 1994 Publisher: Sunburst Books (30 Sep 1997) Hard bound, 22 x 28 cm 96 pgs., and 150 colour ill # ISBN-10: 1856481689 # ISBN-13: 978-1856481687 $21.95

THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF HONDA MOTORCYCLES by Roy Bacon Description: This is the Honda story, told in words and pictures, clearly showing the great progress made in the post-war years of Honda motorcycles. Hard bound, 8 3/4"x 11 1/4", 96 pgs., and 150 colour ill ISBN: 1856482340 $21.95

THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF SUZUKI MOTORCYCLES by Roy Bacon This is the BMW story, told in words and pictures, with extensive use of colour to enhance the tale clearly showing the great progress made over 4 decades Publisher: Sunburst Books (30 Sep 1997) Hard bound, 22 x 28 cm 96 pgs., and 150 colour ill # ISBN-10: 1856483657 / 1-85648-365-7 ISBN 13: 9781856483650 $21.95

ILLUSTRATED MOTO GUZZI BUYERS GUIDE by Mick Walker. Covers all the singles, twins and fours with all the details to buy with confidence. Motorbooks International; Published 1999 Soft cover 128 pages, 180 illustrations ISBN 0879389885 978-0879389888. $34.95

THE IMAGE OF MOTOR CYCLING IN THE SIXTIES Compiled By GI Garside This book enables the enthusiast to take a nostalgic journey the era and to weigh up the merits of the various models as proclaimed by their respective makers Ambassador, A.J.S, Ariel, B. S. A, Cotton, Exelsior, Francis Barnett, Greeves, Honda, James, Matchless, Norton, Norton, Panther, Royal Enfield, Suzuki, Triumph, Velocette, Villiers, Yamaha, Sidecars Transport Archive Book 1986 Soft Cover 64 pages Well illustrated 27x21 cm ISBN Number: 94853401X: In Stock ONE COPY NOS FRONT COVER MARKED BY PRICE STICKER OTHER WISE REASONABLE WAS $A24.75 NOW $A15, 50


INDIAN 1944 to 1953 PARTS CATALOG: Reprint 180 pages, 180 illustrations ONE COPY $32.95
INTERTEC’S VINTAGE COLLECTION SERIES: TWO-STROKE MOTOCYCLE (INTERTEC’S VINTAGE COLLECTION SERIES) VCS2 provides coverage for popular two-stroke single and twin cylinder motorcycles with engine displacements of more than 85cc. Covering machines from the 60’s through mid-70’s, including Allstate, Benelli, Bridgestone, Broncco, BSA, Bultaco, Ducati, Garelli, Harley-Davidson, Hodaka, Honda, Kawasaki, Maico, Montesa, Moto Beta, Ossa, Puch, Rex, Sachs, Suzuki, Villiers, White and Yamaha. This manual provides condensed service procedures, specifications, Publisher: Clymer Publishing (Primedia Business Directories & Books) Published November 1, 1990 Softcover 21 x 27 cm. 352 pages well illustrated ISBN-10: 0872883868 ISBN-13: 978-0872883864 S/H RRP $69.95 NOW $27.50

THE IRON Stallion: AN AMERICAN LOVE STORY by Rafael Francisco Carmona A modern coffee-table book with a very current topic. Production to start on the movie version in February, 1992. Hirshberg Publishers 1991 Hardbound 130 pages Illustrated 30.7 x 22.9 x 1.8 cm ISBN Number: 0962692875 / 9780962692871 In Stock One Copy New NOS Good Condition $65.00

JAMES MOTORCYCLES 1927-1928 MOTORCYCLE PARTS FOR A Bruce Main-Smith reprint of the original manual Covers All 3 hp Single, 3½ T win and 2½ 4 Stroke Touring Standard. Touring Deluxe, Sports Standard Sports Deluxe, $15.95

JAMES NO 122 SERIES 10.D and NO 197, SERIES 6.3 TWO STROKE MOTORCYCLE DRIVERS HAND BOOK SPARE AND REPLACE PARTS LIST: Reprint Soft cover 56 pages 31 illustration ONE COPY FRONT COVER MARKED WAS $16.95 NOW $12.95

KAWASAKI KZ500, KZ550, ZX550 FOURS - 1979-1981 A Clymer Motorcycle Workshop Manual SERVICE - REPAIR – MAINTENANCE This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. M449 (CM449) 0892873639 S/H $32.95

KAWASAKI ZX600 (NINJA ZX-6 & ZZ-R600) FOURS 1990 to 1995 A Haynes Motorcycle Workshop Manual ISBN 1563921464 Book No HM 2146 SPECIAL PRICE $44.95

KAWASAKI 500 & 750 3 CYLINDER; 1969 to 1976 OWNERS WORKSHOP MANUAL: Haynes Owners Workshop Manual. 499cc-749cc Explain Best Haynes Workshops Manuals are the world's best-selling books on motorcycle/tune-up and repair Each book is based on the complete stripdown and rebuild Most carefully researched with manufacturers, dealers, repair specialists and owners More trouble shooting and tune-up data Tricks of the trade show how to get around using special tools BOOK No 325. ISBN 0-85699-325-9 $57.95

LEIS VISIT THE HARLEY DAVIDSON FACTORY: A small booklet produced by the Harley Davidson Factory which gives a guided tour or the Harley Davidson Factory. Soft cover, 18 pages, illustrated WAS $15.95 NOW $9.95

LUCAS 1937/40 ELECTRICS SERVICE INSTRUCTION MANUAL: reprint 24 pages, 11 illustrations, WAS $10.95 SLIGHTLY GRUBBY NOW $8.85

MOTO-CROSS: THE GOLDEN ERA, 1945-1970 by Paul Stephens This is a fascinating story, never before told in any depth. All the great riders of this most glittering epoch in moto-cross are here: Geoff Ward, Brian Stonebridge, Don and Derek Rickman, Hugh money, Bill Nicholson, Fred Rist, Harold Lines, Basil Hall, and many others. Illustrated with contemporary photographs, many never before published, MOTO-CROSS: THE GOLDEN ERA also contains the most comprehensive results section ever produced on the subject. Osprey Published 1998 Hard bound 200 pages well illustrated, ISBN-10: 1855327058 ISBN-13: 978-1855327054 $59.95

MOTORCYCLE BASICS MANUAL by Pete Shoemark All common engine, chassis and electrical systems fully explained and illustrated. Topics covered include engine cycles and layouts, carburettors and fuel injection, ignition systems, clutches, gearbox, engine lubrication and cooling, AND MORE Publisher: Haynes Publications Published 1986 Soft cover 164 pages well illustrated ISBN-10: 1850100837 ISBN-13: 978-1850100836 SPECIAL PRICE $49.95
MOTOR CYCLE CARBURETTOR MANUAL by Pete Shoemark
Gives the reader sound knowledge of the principles of carburettor functional details the practical aspects of tuning and correcting maladjustments. Publisher: J H Haynes & Co Ltd

MOTORCYCLE CLASSICS by Doug Mitchel From the first wheezing motorized bicycles to the high tech road rockets of today Profiles more than 100 bikes from United States, Great Britain, Germany Italy and Japan Full colour photographs, revealing text and detailed specifications Publisher: Consumer Guide Books Published 1995 235 pages well illustrated ISBN10: 078530889X ISBN13: 9780785308898 $44.95


MOTORCYCLE SERVICE AND SETUP DATA by John Robinson Over 270 pages of vital servicing information, covering virtually every motorcycle over 50cc sold in the USA since 1980. There are 84 models from Honda alone ...and data on 23 other makes of motorcycle in this unique, quick reference guide. Whether you need tyre sizes and pressures, fork oil grades, carburettor settings or ignition timing, it’s here and more besides. If you simply want to compare technical features between models, this is the fastest way to do it. In addition to the bike data there are pages of valuable information such as importers’ addresses, tyre size, speed and load charts, torque wrench settings, conversion tables, and explanatory notes on the methods used to make various adjustments, grades of lubricants, chain sizes and so on. Nowhere is so much information crammed into such a compact package. Published 2nd Edition 1991, Soft bound 290 pages illustrated. ISBN 0-7506-0082-9 / 0750600829 SHOP SOILED WAS $55.00 NOW $29.95

MOTOR SCOOTERS: Colour Family Album by Andrea and David Sparrow A celebration, in stunning original colour photographs, of the life and times of the motor scooter from the original machines of the 1920s, through the boom of the 1950s & 60s today's great renaissance. This volume majors on Peugeot, Piatti, Bitri, Gila, IWL and Zundapp, but coverage includes Skootamota, Monotracce, Lambretta, Vespa and Piaggio Veloce Publishing PLC 1998: Hard Cover 96 pages Well Illustrated with colour photos 25.1 x 21.3 x 1.5 cm ISBN: 9781901295030 / 1901295036 Availability: IN STOCK ONE COPY FRONT COVER SLIGHTLY DAMAGED WAS $39.95 NOW $32.95

1935 INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR THE NORTON MOTORCYCLE Reprint Soft cover 48 pages, illustrated SHOP SOILED WAS $1295 NOW $8.95

1938 INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR THE NORTON MOTORCYCLE Reprint Soft cover 48 pages, illustrated COVER SLIGHTLY MARKED WAS $11.95 NOW $8.95

NORTON MOTORCYCLES MAINTENANCE MANUAL AND INSTRUCTION MANUAL 1948 MODELS: Reprinted from the original Norton Service Manual MODELS INTERNATIONAL 30 & 40, MANX 30 & 40 44. pages, illustrated FRONT COVER MARKED WAS $15.50 NOW $10.50
OEC 1950 TO 1953 INSTRUCTION BOOK A
Bruce Main-Smith Photocopy For models C1 C2 D1 D2. S1 S2 SD1 SS1 SS2 and SD2 only. FRONT COVER SLIGHTLY MARKED WAS $12.00 NOW $9.95 [5]

PRACTICAL BRITISH LIGHTWEIGHT TWO-STROKE MOTORCYCLES by Steve Wilson The basic premise of this book is that for a capital outlay of £500, the would-be purchaser can acquire a machine that will provide good, reliable service and get it on to the road at modest expenditure without over-stepping the original £500 target. Publisher: Haynes Pubns Published August 1990 Hardcover: 144 pages well illustrated ISBN-10: 085429709X ISBN-13: 978-0854297092 $49.95

THE RESTORATION OF VINTAGE & THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES by J. R. Clew Every stage of repair is covered in detail so that even the most inexperienced owner can adopt the right approach to achieve the best results. Publisher: Haynes Publications January 1987 Hardcover: 208 pages illustrated with 208 black and white illustrations ISBN-10: 0854291857 ISBN-13: 978-0854291854 NOS WAS $49.95 NOW $39.95

RESTORING MOTORCYCLES - NO 3 - TRANSMISSIONS by Roy Bacon Essential, practical, do-it-yourself guides, covering as wide a range of marques as possible, and are aimed at enthusiasts. Deals with everything from describing the necessary tools, through dismantling and inspection, to refurbishment and assembly 128 pages — 160 illustrations — ‘Of how to’ advice. Published 1988. Soft bound. WAS $35.95 NOW $26.95

RESTORING MOTORCYCLES - NO 5 CARBURETTORS by Roy Bacon Essential, practical, do-it-yourself guides, covering as wide a range of marques as possible, and are aimed at enthusiasts who undertake their own maintenance or restoration. Deals with everything from describing the necessary tools, through dismantling and inspection, to refurbishment and assembly 128 pages — 160 illustrations — ‘Of how to’ advice. Published 1988. Soft bound. WAS $35.95 NOW $26.95


ROYAL ENFIELD 1936, MODELS B, C, S & S2 INSTRUCTION MANUAL: Reprint 28 pages 4 illustrations. FRONT COVER SLIGHTLY MARKED $11.95

ROYAL ENFIELD 250 CLIPPER MOTORCYCLE INSTRUCTION BOOK Reprint 11.5 X 17.8 cm 40 pages, 11 illustrations FRONT COVER MARKED (PRICE STICKER) WAS 10.95 NOW $8.95

ROYAL ENFIELD 350 c.c. SIDE VALVE; A LIST OF SPARE AND REPLACEMENT PARTS The Enfield Cycle Company Model WDIC. CONTRACT Nos.294/C/7182 and 294/C/7890 (Con.8B), also Ref. T.T.2/Demands/163$. FRAME Nos. from 5901 to 15500. ENGINE Nos. from 5901 to 15500 © August 1940. S/H GOOD CONDITION $19.95


SCOOTERS! by Michael Dregni Scooters and scootering are the fastest growing segment of the American motorcycling market. Because of their low cost, ease of operation, and unintimidating nature, scooters are especially appealing to new riders. This book will provide the scooter owner with everything he or she needs to know. It will tell a person what kind of scooter to buy, how to buy it, and where to buy it. It will instruct the owner on maintaining and customizing his or her scooter. It will even help the scooterist find scooter-related events and activities. In sum, this is all the book any scooter owner will ever need. Publisher: Motorbooks International (31 Oct 1995) Soft cover 96 pages, illustrated Product dimensions: 27 x 21 x 1.1 cm ISBN-10: 0760300720 ISBN-13: 978-0760300725 $39.95

SCOOT TWIN’S OWNERS MANUAL: Reprint. Soft cover 84 pages, 76 illustrations. $15.50
Small Format 64 pages illustrated ISBN 0959430407 $8.95

STURGIS: GUIDE TO THE WORLD’S GREATEST MOTORCYCLE RALLY by Gerald Foster is a take-along size book packed with all the information you need to make the most of this one-of-a-kind event: a list of all major annual events; maps to Sturgis and a list of mileage from all major North American cities, Published 1993 Motorbooks IntlSoft cover 93 pages, well illustrated ISBN: 0879387351
DESCRIPTION: VERY GOOD. MINOR SHELF/EDGE WEAR $27.50

1927 SUNBEAM OWNERS MANUAL Soft cover 16 pages, illustrations. REPRINT SLIGHTLY SHOP SOILED WAS $14.85 NOW $12.95

1939 SUNBEAM OWNERS MANUAL 16 pages, illustrations. REPRINT SLIGHTLY SHOP SOILED WAS $13.50 NOW $11.95


SUZUKI 100, 125, 185 & 250 AIR-COOLED TRAIL BIKES (79 - 89) A Haynes Motorcycle Workshop Manual Book No: HM07971 ISBN: 9781850102601 SPECIAL PRICE RRP $57.95
NOW $45.00

SUZUKI GS400- 450 TWINS 1977-1983. SERVICE- REPAIR- PERFORMANCE This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. Hundreds of photos and drawings guide you through every step. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right by Clymer Book No CM372 ONE COPY S/H GOOD CONDITION $29.95

SUZUKI GS550 FOURS 1977-1985 A Clymer Motorcycle Workshop Manual SERVICE- REPAIR- MAINTENANCE This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. Hundreds of photos and drawings guide you through every step. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right M373 (CM373) 0-89287-273-X (RRP $69.95) SALE PRICE $39.95


SUZUKI RM50-400 SINGLES 1975-1981 A Clymer Motorcycle Workshop Manual SERVICE- REPAIR- MAINTENANCE This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. Hundreds of photos and drawings guide you through every step. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right M371 (CM371) 0-89287-196-2 (RRP $69.95) SALE PRICE $39.95

SUZUKI RM125-500 SINGLES SINGLE SHOCK, 1981-1988 A Clymer Motorcycle Workshop Manual SERVICE- REPAIR- MAINTENANCE This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. Hundreds of photos and drawings guide you through every step. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right M379 (CM379) 0872876662 (RRP $69.95) SALE PRICE $39.95

TRIUMPH 3SW and 5SW) including WD-5SW) OPERATION and CARE OF 1937 ON A Bruce Main Smith Photocopy the original factory manual $14.95

TRIUMPH MOTORCYCLE 1939 SPARE PARTS LIST A Triumph Manual Amended 1942 74 pages Illustrated ONE COPY S/H FRONT COVER SLIGHTLY TORN $19.95
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TRIUMPH: THE COMPLETE STORY (CROWOOD MOTOR CLASSICS) by Ivor Davies. In Coventry in 1885 before moving on to motorcycle manufacture in 1902; the story is tells the entire fascinating story of Triumph in this compelling account. Publisher: Crowood Pr Published June 1991 Hardcover: 160 pages Illustrated ISBN-10: 185223458X ISBN-13: 978-1852234584 Product Dimensions: 236 x 170 x 17 mm NOS. $44.95

TRIUMPH: RETURN OF THE LEGEND by David Minton. The complete Triumph story from the turn of the century up to the rebirth of the marque in the 1990s. Profiles of the people who made the name great, from founder Betteman to the man behind it all today Quintet Publishing Published 1995 Hard cover 96 pages. Illustrated ISBN-13: 9780785803096 ISBN: 0785803092 $32.95


TRIUMPH MOTOCYCLES (SINGLE CYLINDERS) A PRACTICAL GUIDE COVERING ALL MODELS FROM 1937 to 1961 including TERRIER and TIGER CUB. A Bruce Main-Smith Photocopy $23.95

TT YEAR BOOK VOLUME VI. The results of the 1989 TT Racers Soft cover 312 pages, illustrated WAS $38.50 NOW $29.95

VILLIERS 1954 125cc 9D INSTRUCTION MANUAL: Reprint. 22 pages, 4 illustrations. FRONT COVER DAMAGED WAS $11.95 NOW $8.50


1948-1955 VINCENT ILLUSTRATED SPARE PARTS BOOK. A Bruce Main-Smith reprint of the original manual Covers All Series B & C 998cc and 499cc BMS No VEREKER 907 SHOP SOILED RRP $24.00 NOW $14.95


WORLD MOTORCYCLE ENDURANCE RACING (OSPREY CLASSIC MOTORCYCLES) by Mick Walker. This history of motorcycle endurance racing takes the reader around the world to follow a complete championship season from Le Mans to Malaysia, covering all the major manufacturers and the many smaller concerns represented, and considers the future of a sport with an immense following. Publisher: Osprey Publishing 1994 Soft Cover 128 pages well illustrated Product Dimensions: 22.4 x 20.6 x 1 cm ISBN-10: 1855324342 ISBN-13: 978-1855324343 NOS ONE COPY $A35.95


YAMAHA RD400 ALL MODELS 1975 ON 398cc WORKSHOP MANUAL (333) A Haynes Owners Workshop Manual Saving You Money From Start To Finish Whether you just want to change your oil, replace your plugs, carry out a top end overhaul or rebuild your gearbox, the Haynes manual will show you how and can help save substantial amounts on servicing and repair bills Haynes 1977 Soft Cover 126 pages, well illustrated 27 x 21 x 0.76 cm ISBN: 0892876611 / 9780892876617 Haynes Book No 333 2nd Hand Good Condition ONE IN STOCK RRP $A61.95 inc GST PLUS POSTAGE SALE PRICE $A24.95 inc GST
YAMAHA BANSHEE, 1987-2004  A Clymer
Motorcycle Workshop Manual SERVICE - REPAIR – MAINTENANCE This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. Hundreds of photos and drawings guide you through every step. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right CM486 RRP $69.95 NOW $49.95 [2]

YAMAHA XS750, XS850 TRIPLES 1977-1981 A Clymer Motorcycle Workshop Manual SERVICE - REPAIR – MAINTENANCE This detailed, comprehensive manual and expert text gives complete information on maintenance, tune-up, repair and overhaul. Hundreds of photos and drawings guide you through every step. This book includes all you need to keep your Motorcycle running right M404 (CM404) 0892872438 (RRP $69.95) SALE PRICE $39.95

150 YEARS OF J.I.CASE by C.H. Wendel In 150 Years of J.I. Case, farm equipment expert an historian C.H. Wendel chronicles all the developments, innovations, and history that have made the Case name a giant in the world of farming. With more than 2,000 story-telling photos and exhaustive research, Wendel covers every model ever produced by J.I. Case, over a 150-year period, from the earliest steam-powered vehicles to the new generation of multi-purpose wonders. Publisher: Crestline Published Dec 1992 Hardcover: 336 pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0912612290 ISBN-13: 978-0912612294 Product Dimensions: 28.4 x 22.6 x 3.6 cm ONE COPY $69.95


A68D-4 COMBINATION CARRIER AND LIGHT DOZER for BT6-6, BT6-8 (80 SERIES) OPERATORS MANUAL Issued by International Harvester Company of Australia © 1962 S/H $12.95 [2]

BIG GREEN: JOHN DEERE GP TRACTORS (MOTORBOOKS INTERNATIONAL FARM TRACTOR COLOR HISTORY) by Robert N. Pripps Included are all of the early developmental models, the Waterloo Boy, Models D, C, GP, A, B, G, H, and M, the numbered series, and the "Utility" tractors of the 1940s and ’50s. Over 120 colour and black and white photographs illustrate the history of the General Purpose tractor from the first experimental Melvin tractor of 1912, to 1959’s Model 435 Diesel, the last new two-cylinder General Purpose model. Publisher: Motorbooks International Published


BP HEAVY TRACTOR and EARTH MOVING EQUIPMENT LUBRICATION RECOMMENDATIONS Issued by BP Australia S/H GOOD CONDITION $29.95 FOR MODELS COVERED PLEASE EMAIL [5] beven@bevenyoung.com.au

CASE TRACTOR BUYER’S GUIDE ILLUSTRATED BUYER’S GUIDE by Peter Letourneau Here is a model-by-model history of all the great J. I. Case gas-powered farm tractors 1912-1955. Included are all of the ,classic collector and working tractors in all variations from: Over 200 photographs, advertisements, and Case artwork detail the changes in the models from year to year, backed by a solid historical text, specifications, AND MORE . Publisher: Motorbooks International; (Dec 1992) Soft Cover 144 pages well illustrated Product Dimensions: 24.1 x 19 x 1.3 cm ISBN-10: 087938784X ISBN-13: 978-0879387846 $34.95

CRAWLER TRACTORS T4, T5, T6, T5, & TDC5 TRACKS AND TRACK FRAMES FEATURES by International Harvester Co of Canada S/H GOOD CONDITION $14.95 [3]
FARM TRACTORS, 1926-1956 (I&T Collector's Series) by Randy Stephens Journey back with us through the development of the farm tractor with the I&T Collector's Series - Farm Tractors, 1926-1956. Covering the golden years of farm tractor evolution, this historical collection of tractors details virtually all models introduced during the 30 years between 1926 and 1956. Hundreds of drawings and photos, early advertisements and detailed specifications are included to provide a comprehensive source of tractor information. The book also includes an alphabetical listing of early advertisements and an index by manufacturer and model. Publisher: Primedia Business Directories & Books (December 1990) Hard Cover 560 Pages illustrated ISBN-10: 0872883892 ISBN-13: 978-0872883895 $79.95

FORDSON MAJOR TRACTOR INSTRUCTION MANUAL: A Ford Product Made In England STANDARD AGRICULTURAL - ROW CROP - LAND UTILITY. © June 1951 Soft Bound 155 pages illustrated S/H NO COVER ONE COPY $30.00

INTERNATIONAL T-9 and TD-9 CRAWLER TRACTOR PARTS CATALOG Issue by International Harvester Company (USA) © 9-54 S/H GOOD CONDITION $44.95 [2]

LIST OF PARTS FOR THE DAVID BROWN FOUR CYLINDER DIESEL ENGINES: Published by David Brown Tractors Model. Series AD 4, AD43, CAD 43, AD 425, CAR 430 ONE COPY SH GOOD CONDITION $24.95 [5]

1916 MAUDSLAY TRUCK SPARE PARTS No cover S/H ONE COPY $32.95

AUSTIN 3, 4, 5 TON (SERIES 111) VEHICLES WORKSHOP MANUAL: Issued by The Austin Motor Company (England) S/H ONE COPY $50.00 [4]


MASSEY TRACTORS (FARM TRACTOR COLOR HISTORY) by C. H. Wendel and Andrew Morland Two Canadian farm equipment manufacturers, Daniel Massey and Alanson Harris, joined forces in the late-1800s to form a company that became a leader with its farm equipment and tractors First as Massey-Harris and later as Massey-Ferguson, the company earned its reputation with versatile tractors and innovative farm machinery such as the self-propelled combine. Publisher: Motorbooks International Published October 1992 Soft cover 128 pages well illustrated ISBN-10: 0879386185 ISBN-13: 978-0879386184 $40.00

McCORMICK - DEERING TRACTOR MODEL W-30 INSTRUCTION BOOK: Issued by International Harvester Gasoline or Kerosene 1932-1940 $29.95

McCORMICK INTERNATIONAL A8-2 HEADER HARVESTER OPERATORS MANUAL Issued by International Harvester of Australia © 1959 $24.95 [3]

OLIVER TRACTOR: Photo Archive by P. A. Letourneau Included are the earliest models carried over from Hart-Parr to the last tractors built prior to the 1960 acquisition by White Motor Corporation. Also featured is the popular OC line of Oliver crawler tractors. Includes a brief history of Oliver Corporation & its tractors. Publisher: Iconografix (December 1993) Soft cover 144 pages well illustrated ISBN-10: 1882256093 ISBN-13: 978-1882256099 Product Dimensions: 28 x 22 x 1 cm Shipping Weight: 675 grams $55.00

TRUCK

### BEDFORD 'E' SERIES 68 & 70 Model Year (AUSTRIAN CONTENT) PARTS

**CATALOGUE** Published by National Automotive Service Company PARTS & ACCESSORIES

**DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS-HOLDEN'S PTY. LTD.** Issued: August, 1972 Catalogue No. M37192 Supersedes Cat. No. M37009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/H ONE COPY GOOD</td>
<td><strong>$29.95</strong> [3]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/H ONE COPY GOOD</td>
<td><strong>$29.95</strong> [2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/H ONE COPY GOOD</td>
<td><strong>$29.95</strong> [2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/H ONE COPY GOOD</td>
<td><strong>$29.95</strong> [3]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/H ONE COPY GOOD</td>
<td><strong>$29.95</strong> [2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AUTHORIZED BEDFORD SERVICE PARTS FOR SERIES D TRUCKS 10CWT TO 6 TON NORMAL CONTROL** a Vauxhall Bedford Service Manual. PS 278/1 © December 1958

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/H ONE COPY</td>
<td><strong>$44.95</strong> [5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BEDFORD --P, T & W SERIES AUSTRALIAN CONTENT; 68 & 70 MODEL YEAR SPARE PARTS CATALOG: A NASC Publication © October 1972

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/H ONE COPY GOOD</td>
<td><strong>$19.95</strong> [3]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BEDFORD SERVICE REPAIR MANUAL FOR 2 TON, 2 TON 30 cwt, and 20 SEATER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/H ONE COPY</td>
<td><strong>$34.95</strong> [5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMMERCIAL CYLINDER OHV UNDER FLOOR PETROL ENGINE WORKSHOP MANUAL</td>
<td>S/H GOOD</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Published by Rootes Group Service © June 1955</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fitted to Mk111 5 &amp; 7 ton Forward Control Models, Fire Tender and Fire Pum Chassis and Mk11 Gamecock Models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PLEASE NOTE</strong> some of the pictures are photocopy quality $29.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER 300 and 400 SERIES DIESEL ENGINES AND FUEL SYSTEMS</strong> Issue by International Harvester © 1980</td>
<td>S/H ONE COPY GOOD</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LIGHT TRUCK INTERCHANGE MANUAL 1945-1965</strong> Descriptions: A comprehensive interchange manual covering Chevrolet 1/2, 3/4, 1 ton, GMC 10, 15, 25 series, Ford 1/2, 3/4, 1 ton and Dodge 100, 200, 300 series. This important book lists identical parts fitting other years and models within the make. WAS $43.95 NOW $34.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOSS Mk1 and Mk2 SERIES PARTS LIST</strong> Issued by Chrysler Australia © 1974</td>
<td>S/H Grubby Other wise GOOD</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VACUUM. POWER UNIT (BENDIX HYDRO VAC) SECOND SERIES TANDEM CYLINDER SHOP TALKS</strong> Issued by International Harvester Company Of Australia Pty. Ltd. (Incorporated In Victoria) S/H</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GM TRUCK AND BUS IDENTIFICATION GUIDE</strong> Published by GMH © 1971 ONE COPY</td>
<td>S/H GOOD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HINO FD TRUCK CHASSIS SPECIFICATION and TECHNICAL EXPLANATION</strong> A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POSTAGE EXTRA AUSTRALIA $11.00 EXPRES POSTAGE (3 KG MAX)**

**OVERSEAS EMAIL FOR A QUOTE beven@bevenyoung.com.au**

**HAVE A CREDIT CARDS PHONES ORDER WELCOMED +61 OR (0) 8 8298 5548**

**ORDER FORM BELOW**

68 Somers Street North Brighton Sth Australia 5048
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BEVEN D YOUNG’s
Sale Books, "One Off's" and Specials
LIMITED STOCK

DIRECT BANK DEPOSIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

If you are not happy with your purchase (books only) you may return your order within 10 days for replacement, exchange, credit or refund. Please note the book must be in saleable condition.

FROM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postcode/Zip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day time Ph No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Card No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiry Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name on Card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLEASE SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qty.</th>
<th>Part No</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

South Australia $8.00. Rest of Australia Express Post. (Max 3kg) $11.00

Freight

Cost of postage to other countries

email beven@bevenyoung.com.au

Total AUD

POSTAGE..........................TOTAL_____________________

68 Somers Street North Brighton Sth Australia 5048
Phone +61 or (0) 8298 5548 or Mobile (0) 411 287 052
Email beven@bevenyoung.com.au  3/04/2011
BEVEN D YOUNG’s
Sale Books, "One Off's" and Specials
LIMITED STOCK

Payment Can Made At Any Bank PREFERABLY WESTPAC CORP.
Bank
Westpac Corp
Account Name
B D Young
Branch Name
Torrensville
Branch No
035-212
Account No
98-0039

The Receipt Given On Deposit Can Be Posted, emailed Or Faxed With Order.

ELECTRONIC BANKING NOW AVAILABLE

We fill sure that you have friend who would appreciate being on my mailing & having a
good source of Automotive, Motorcycle, Karting Books & Software.
HELP THEM BY HELPING US
Please Fill in Their Names and Addresses in The Spaces Below.

Name:________________________________________Address:______________________
Postcode:___________
:
Name:________________________________________Address:______________________
Postcode:___________
Name:________________________________________Address:______________________
Postcode:___________
Name:________________________________________Address:______________________
Postcode:___________

Please Note- I DO NOT sell, hire, or loan names and addresses to other
organization

Change Of Address Notification
Old:________________________________________PostCode:___________
New:________________________________________PostCode:___________